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Student 
sexually 
'ass a· ulted ii~~>:;~· 
\ . . (-''~~~-;~~: .. '· .... 
Monday 
By Karen DiConza 
A 19-year-old. UNH student 
reported she ·was sexually as-
saulteq. Monday night while 
jogging on Coe Ro.ad near 
Oyster Riv~t High School, ac-
cording to a Durham ~olice 
spokesperson. - . 
The woman said at about 9:45 
p.m., a white male drove by her 
, while she was jogging on Coe 
Road. Sh~ said the man stopped 
the car, got out, and began 
jogging next to her, accorc:ling 
to police. He then jumped her 
and wrestled her_ to the ground. 
According to the report, the 
two struggled, and she broke 
loose and ran away. She said the 
man did not follow her. 
Police said the attack is ·\las-
sif ied as -sexual assault, .since 
the man engaged in \ 'unpriv-
ileged physical touching." The · 
.woman was not seriously in-
j~red, escaping with minor 
Police sketch of sexual assault suspect,-
. -scratches, according to police. 
A composi~e of the alleged 
attacker drawn by the Durham 
.Police Deparqnent has bee~ 
posted around Durham. 
The man is desribed as a 
white male 1n his early 20s, 
about five feet nine inches tall, 
ASSAULT, page 8 
UNH Red Cross is safe 
AIDS virus has never been detected 
By Robin Hooker 
Though the AIDS virus has 
never been detected in ~ny blood 
• donor here at the U niversit,y of 
_New Hamp~hire, students are 
concerned about it. 
Aids Education Coordinator 
· for the Red Cross Blood Services 
Maureen Baldini said, "That's 
part of _the message we hav~ to 
get out--iron is the only thrng . 
we test for on sight. When we 
turn them away for that some 
people think that it's for AIDS." 
Jarry Stearns, blood c;:hairper-
son for the Durham Red Cross, 
explained, "The kids at the 
University don't want to hurt 
anyone· by giving blood and we 
certainly don't want to · hutt 
them by taking it." · 
Testing for AIDS in ,donor · 
· The Red Cros_s assures safe donation proceedures to calm AIDS 
concerns.(Mark Hamilton photo) 
blood began in 1985 and since 
has exposed 26 positive results · 
in New Hampshire from over 
170,000 donors in Vermont and -
New Hampshire. · 
Student .donor numbers 
d~opped in the early fall blo~d 
-drive. Baldini wants to emphas-
ize the importance of raising 
the number of donors. 
She said, ;,·we need to collect 
350 pints everyday to supply th~ 
anticipated needs. We depend 
on the kids from UNH for. a 
large portion of this amount." 
Though no one is certain why 
the fall figures were lagging, 
fear of contracting the HTL V-
III AIDS causing virus is a likely 
contributor. 
Baldini is working hard to 
allay this fear. She said, "The 
whole general feeling.that A.ID~ 
can be spread through donating 
blood is completely inaccurate. 
"Our equipment is sterile and 
used only once. All needl€s and 
accesories are sent co Manches-
ter and incinerated. There is no 
way anything is ever- re-used." 
Each pint of blood donated 
is individually tested for a 
RED CROSS, page 12 
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Nine arrests in 
anti-CIA protest 
By Sabra Clarke 
Nine demonstrators were 
arrested Monday of criminal 
trespass, a misdemeanor offense 
of up to one year in jail or $1000 
fine. The protest against Central 
Intelligence Agency recruitment 
of students on campus, took 
place at the Career Planning and · 
Placement office in Huddleston 
Hall. 
Jane Stapleto,n, Tate Forgy, 
Mike Jopek, Chris Hoskin, Tom 
Mood, Randy Spartichino, 
Kristy Markey; and Carole Ren-
selaer were the students arrest-
ed. Frank Bridges, a staff 
member, was also arrested. All 
· were released on personal rec-
ognizance. \ 
"They (the protestors) were 
preventing individuals from 
entering in order to conduct 
their normal business," said 
Dean of Students Gregg San- -
born. 
-Section XVIiI D-1.1 of the 
. upiversity s~~t~m p~licy~ 1!1a,nual 
states that: , the un1vers1ty has-
a responsibility to take approp-
riate disciplinary action against 
those who resort to force or the 
threat of force to attain their 
objectives." Judicial action at 
the university level "ls possible, 
but I have. nor, formalJy decided 
what step to take," Sanborn said. 
According to Director. of 
Career Planning and Placement 
David Holmes, the day began 
very well. However, when 
Holmes attempted to. open the 
door to go into the interview 
area, a student proceeded to 
"shove her way in." 
Four students proceeded 
through the door and sat on the 
floor. Holmes, whose purpos~- . 
was to speak to die-recruiter to 
see if she would be wiJling ·to 
address the demonstrators, was. 
offended by the aggress.iveness. 
"It was a breech of trust," he 
said. 
Participants had mixed goals 
for the outcome of the protest. 
Some were calling for a removal 
of CIA recruitment on campus, 
while others stressed awareness, 
education, and a fight against 
- student apathy. 
"We have an obligation to say 
· something when we hear infor-
mation that is morally wrong, 
said sophomore demonstrator 
Tim Zimmer. Zimmer handed 
fliers outside Huddleston Hall 
hoping that people "might 
become a little more critical of 
PA actions ... We're trying to 
plant the seed." 
Twelve .s,t1,1dcmts were, s·che-
<;luled for Job interviews with 
'the CIA throughout the day. 
Starting at about 8:45 a.m.,' a 
group of about 30 gathered 
outside Huddleston Hall to 
protest with songs-, skits, and 
chants. 
Wooden crosse~ the covered 
'lawn in front .of Huddleston. 
- Freshman Justine Gerbrandt 
carried a sign back and forth on 
the sidewalk whic,h read: "each 
_of these crosses bears the name 
of someone either directly or 
through funding by the CIA." 
Interviews were held, in a 
CIA, page 13 
' r 
Some students ·entertained during the day long ·C.I.A. vigiJ. 
(Mar~ Hamilton photo) 
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UES student Hernandez tells of strug~le 
By Beth Cote 
Like UNH, students at the 
University of El Salvador oc-
casionally attend class~s out of 
doors, but unlike UNH, it is not 
necessarily beca.use it is a nice 
day outside. Nearly half of the 
buildings at the University of 
El Safvador were destroyed in 
1980 by invading government 
troops in response to student 
protests of government policies, 
according to Rene Hernandez, 
a representative of the General 
Association of El Salvadoran 
Students. 
Hernandez, who spoke to a 
small crowd in the MUB on 
Tuesday night, said the majority 
of El Salvadorans oppose the 
policies of the Duarte govern-
ment but the University of El 
Salvador is· ".the place we stnig-
gle from," he said. · . 
Hernandez is visiting univer-
sities in United States to educat:e 
American-students about the 
economic, physical and military 
attacks on the University of El 
Salv.ador, and to win interna-
tional support for students who 
protest government policy, he 
said. · 
Hernandez said the main 
problem is that there is no 
government effort to resolving 
. social and e-conomic problems. 
· to 20 percent on indirect aid to 
the war effort for highways to 
' the war zones, according to 
Hernandez. 
He also said under the El 
Salvadoran constitution the 
government is require1 to sub-
sidize the entire opetatmg costs 
of the school, the only public 
university in %e country of five 
million people. But when the 
administrators submitted a re-
quest for $17 million necessary 
for operation, the government 
appropriated only $7 million 
and forced -an increase in the 
amount of tuition paid by stu-
dents. 
Hernandez said El Salvado-
rian students, who pay about 
two dollars per month, cannot 
afford tuition increases consid-
. ering that the average laborer 
in the city makes $2.40/day and 
the average peasant in the 
countryside earns $1.40/day. _ 
The iow wages, the high cost 
of living ( one ounce of meat 
costs $3.00) and lack of S\lpport 
. for health and education pro-
grams has caused unrest among 
the popuation mttside ?f the . 
university also, accordrng tp 
Hernandez-. 
try, .according to Hernandez ... 
But when students and cltl-
zens protest the policies;they 
are met by armored government 
vehicles carrying armed soldiers, ~ 
he said. Three ,times, in 1960, 
1972 and 1980\ the university 
has been invaded. The last time 
in 1980 the goyernment troops 
occupied the cainpus and phys-
ically destroyed buildings, in-
cluding the library and labor-
atories, according to Hernandez. 
Presently, faculty hold classes 
outside or in temporary build-
ings built by students. 
Hernandez said students, 
faculty, and staff are, united in 
their fight to preserve education 
in El Salvador, a country with 
a 65 percent illiteracy rate. 
The main goal now of the 
student association at the-- Uni-
versity of El Salvador is to set 
up a center in the U.S. to 
coordinate the efforts of "sister . 
scl-iools" according to Heroin- · 
dez. 
UNH became a sister school 
to the University of El Salvador 
last semester when the Student 
Senate passed a resolution to 
support the El Salvadoran stu-
dents. · 
"The majoteffort is for war," 
he said. 
The Duarte government 
spends 44 percent of its budget 
He said only 22 percent of the 
national budget goes to health 
and education combined. In a 
country of which 55 percent of 
the general population is wor:n-
en, there is only one matermt,y 
hospital and only five general 
hospitals thrnughou_t the coun-
Hernandez said sister schools 
can show their suppor:t . by 
sending letters, telegrams and 
making phone calls · to the · 
Duarte government, the mil-
itary' high command, and the 
U.S Embassy in El Salvador. 
AIDS 
Rene Hernandez told of El Salvadoran stu.dent's struggle for 
an ed1,1cation. (Elizabeth Cote photo) 
- on th~_!Ililitary?_.:nd an9ther !8 
. . 
Trouble for Santa Spuds 
in Ohio 
The Ohio Depart~ent of Liquor Comr~l_ thinks 
that drinking and sleigq-driv~ng do not mix. 
St. Louis-based Anheuser-Busch Inc. was ordered 
t~ halt shipments of holiday ,Bud Light 12-packs 
to Ohio. The cartons, featured 'Party Animal' Spuds 
MacKenzie dressed up as Jolly Old Saint Nick, were 
considered unoffensive by Anheuser-Busch executive 
vice president -Micheal J. Roar'ty. ~owever, the 
Ohio D-epartment of Liquor Control, citing a state 
rule which bans depicting Santa Claus in .beer 
commercials, not only stopped the shipping of the 
12-packs out ordered them removed from Ohio 
shelves by today. The Anheuser-Busch corp~ration 
is seeking to block the court order. 
Spuds was unavailable for comment. 
Flynt vs. Falwe_ll in the 
Supreme Court _ 
Re~. Jerry Falwell and Larry Flynt, publi~her of 
Hustler magazine,_ l'istened in silence yesterday 
as the Supreme Court used a dispute the m<:n h_ad 
provoked to explore the legal boundaries of sarne 
and parody. . . _ . . . . 
· Th~ jµstices, whose ruling is expected -~y JuJy, · 
· must decide the validity of a $200,000 award won 
by Falwell for an advertising parody published .in 
\ 
Hustler. ' 
The phony .ad quoted Rev. Falwell, a b~pt_ist 
minister whQ until r~cently led the Moral ~aJ~rtt_y, 
dis~~~si~g ,a. se:xual- encounter V{ith his mot~-~~- .m 
a Virginia outhouse and getting drunk ,before g1vmg 
sermons. 
'J , I 
i . 
Thomsori announces-sup-
port for Robertson / 
Former New Hampshire governor Meldrim 
Thompson has been named chairman of Pat 
· R~bertson's statewide campaign. 
Thompson prayed last year in his ne_wsp~per 
column that Robertson would skip the Republican 
presidential race, saying that Robertson ,could "do 
far more good for humanity" by staying with his 
ministry. "I pray that. God will keep Pat busy ... away 
from the 'polemics of the White House," he wrote. 
But now that the founder of the Christian Broad-
casting Network has indeed decided te, run, Thomson 
has thrown his significant right wing-weight behind-
him. Robertson is actually Thomson's third choice- . 
first ·choice Paul Laxalt, a former Nevada senator, 
dropped out, and second choice Jeane Kirkpatrick, 
a former UN ambassador, chose not to run. 
Robertson told reporters he did not care "if I ~as 
[Thomson's] tenth choice .. .!_ believe [he] is _goi~g 
tp be the matrgin, the edge I need to win the state." 
· · Robertson's backing by Thomsonforther splinters 
the right wing R~publicans in the s·tate; The Union 
Leader has endorsed Pete DuPont, former governor 
of Delaware ~hile Sen. Gordon Humphrey and · 
. ' . 
Rep. Bob ~mith are supporting Jack Kem.p. 
Get ,off me, Shamu! 
: '.The pr.esid~nt of San Diego's Sea World, Jan 
Schultz, and three other top employees have been 
fired in a shake-up prompted by an accident in which 
an animal ttai-net was seriously injured by a killer 
whale, according to news reports. The marine park -
aiso saii'Tuesday it has decided to end shows with 
· killer w_hales and trainers performing together. 
On No'.v. 21, train.er John Sillick was crushed by 
a six-ton whale during a performance. 
'New Zealand challenge· 
accepted by San· Diego·. · 
The San Diego Yacht Club, in a surpr_ising move, 
·accepted Wednesday the New Zealand challenge 
which could revnlutionalize America's Cup com-
petition. 
U _nder the language of the deed of gift, which 
is the groundwork for America's Cup competition, 
New Zealand had the right to call for the riext Cup 
to be rac'ed within 10 months 'of its ~hallevge in 
the water of the Cup's defender, San Diego. But 
New Zealand also found language in the deed .that 
allowed it to use a boat up to 90 feet in ~aterline 
length (130 overall), which _is twice the size of a 
12 meter. They first challenged San Diego to a race 
with the big. boats on' July 15. San Diego promptly 
rejected the challenge, which spurred New Zealand 
to sue them. After weeks of deliberation, ir was 
ruled that New.Zealand's challenge was valid: San 
Diego was expected by just about eyerybpdy,ro,appeal 
the ruling,. but instead, they.announced .Wed.hesday 
that they . agreed· to the :~lialienge, cr~~.dng forrl;ier 
commotion by declaring the race lirrii(ed ·co only 
the San Diego Yacht. Club and New Zealarid. 
The -class that the race involve,s is much less 
restrictive than that which the 12 meters were in. 
Boats used in the race could vary from a 90-foot 
waterline ultra-light single huff boat to a· double-
masted 160-foot catamaran. The choice of boat 
doesn't have to be declared until the day of the race. 
Experts agree that this is~ radical step forward . 
in the normally trudging progress of the America's 
Cu~ , . , 
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ore talks economicsDukakis · talks summit UNH to 
. \ .. . 
· By Donna Morafcik Those cuts would be a "mis-
. Democratic Presidential can- take," according to Gore. 
didate Albert Gore sa,id we have Improving tax enforcement 
to stop "passing the buck" and compliance is another ap-
during his speech on economic , proach to deficit reduction, he 
policy and deficit reduction said. Gore admitted that tax 
yesterday in the MUB. · icreases_ may be necessary. 
Gore · said he would take · If America is in a recession 
control as President and be after the aforementioned me-
involved in the effort to reduce thods are implemented, in-
the deficit. . creased taxation would be 
"I will, within the first 90 days needed to reduce the deficit, said 
in office, forge a consensus on " Gore1i "It may cost now but it 
· reversing the deficit," said Gore. would pay off in the long run," 
The key to our economic he said. 
furure is training the hands, Gore said he would "tum first 
opening the minds and sharpen:;- . to those who could afford it;" 
ing t!Je skills of the American~ if tax increases were needed. 
people, said Gore. . The burden would not fall 
The working and elderly poor ··heaviest on the poor, said Gore. 
would be the first to be protected 1\ five percent tax on "luxury 
in his approach to the de~icit items" val~ed over $30,000 was 
reduction, said Gore. one of Gore's tax suggestions. 
American corporations need Gore said he thought corpo-
to show loyalty to their workers. rate taxes should be maintained. 
This will aid in , improving Protecting national security and 
productivity, according to Gore. regaining a competitive edge 
We need to p~omote employee are other important conc~rns 
stock ownership plans, he said. besides the deficit, according 
Gore said his approach to the to Gore. ' 
deficit includes opposing a · By becoming more compet~ 
· national sales tax because of the itive we can maintain and im-
impact it would have on low- prove the American standard 
income people. of living, h<; said. "Protection-
Also, interest groups need to ism is a losing battle and is bad 
be told no to things that we can't _ for this nation," said Gore. 
afford, said Gore._. .. · Foreign trade barriers need 
The ·pentagon wo9-ld not be tq be removed b'ut not by pro-
"off-limits," according to Gore. tectionism, he said. 
-His military defense reduc- Concerning the trade deficit, 
tions would cut the "waste" out the real problem is that too 
but not call for '\irastic cuts." GORE, page 12 
Al Gore, the youngest presidential candidate. made a campaign 
stop at UNH (Antor1i·o Velasco photo) I 
Mike Dukakis wants to be the first Duke to "live over the 
store."(Antonio Velasco photo) 
.. By Ed McDaid 
Speaking before a capacity 
audience at theJohnson Th~ate5 
on Wednesday ev:c::?hing, Mas;. 
sachusetts Governor Michael 
, Dukakis recognized the "a we-
some" task that the next pres-
ident will face --to build upon 
and improve U.S.-Soviet rela-
tions. 
Dukakis, a Democratic' Pre-
sidential Candidate, expressed 
his support for the possible 
arms control agreement which 
may result from next Monday's 
summit meeting between ,-Pres-
. ident Reagan and Soviet leader 
Mikhail Gorbachev. This agree-
ment would call for the elim-
ination of all shorter-range and 
intermediate-range nuciear mis-
siles from Europe. 
According to Dukakis, the · 
next president will have ·:the 
best opportunity in our lifetimes 
to reduce the risk of nucle i r 
war," but he said that this . 
process must begin with the 
recognition by both sides that 
the superpower status does not 
come with a lifetime guarantee, 
nor is it immune from fiscal or 
economic reality. 
Dukakis noted that military 
strength is not sustain_able 
without economic strength. He 
said, "We can't build our ec;on-
omy on a mountain of debt; the 
Soviets can't compete fot world 
leadership when the'y cari't even 
put together a decent personal 
present day Soviet economy, as 
well as that of the United States, 
calls for increased economic and 
-political finteracti®n b,etween 
the two at the foternational 
ievel. 
· "Even small steps ·· forward 
in this relationship can contrib-
ute enormously to our future, 
arid to the future of the billions 
who look to the sunerpowers 
in hope that we will resolve our 
differences and in terror that 
we will not," said Dukakis. 
Dukakis criticized what he 
called a "radical right" Repub-
lican Party1 for their lack ·of 
~upport for the President's 
pos.ition o'n the arms control 
treaty and for their continued 
committment to the proposed 
Star Wars defense program. 
Referring to the arms treaty, 
Dukakis said, "We should begin 
by seizing the opponunity that's 
right in front of us to ·eliminate 
intermediate and short range 
nuclear missiles from Europe. 
I support the President on this 
issue --so does my p'arty --so 
should his." 
Dukakis spoke out harshly 
against Republican supp?~t ~or 
the Strategic Defense Irntiauve 
.(SDI). He said, "Anyone ... who 
is still saying today that world 
leadership requires us to squand-
er billions more on strategic 
weapons systems that will adq 
nothing to our ability to deter 
nuclear war, is dead wrong." 
computer." 
Accordin to Dukakis the DUKAKIS~ page 7 
Schorr looks at TV and. the ·Presidency 
By Rebecca Carroll 
Daniel Schorr, . award-
winning print and broadrast 
journalist, emphasized the im-
portance of television's impact 
on the modern American pre-
sidency for an attentive audience 
in the Granite State Room.of 
the MUB Tuesday night. ( 
Schorr is also senior news 
analyst of National Public Ra-
dio. _ . 
"I won't speak to any New 
Hampshire person about ·po-
litics/' said Schorr. "Because 
by now you ail know more about 
politics than l do." . 
Schorr attributed this com-
ment to television, the form of 
media that: "speaks to you .in_ 
your living room." , , , 
· According to 'Schorr, televi- · 
sion has changed the public's · 
thought process. 
"When something happens 
on television, it's important 
because it's· happening on tel-
evision," claimed Schorr. 
' Schorr said that tele-Nision is 
not -an adeq~at~ _form of con-




By jay Kumar 
As the race for the 1988 
Democratic presidential nom-
ination approaches the stretch 
run, UNH is preparing itself 
to play host to a major debate 
between the six Democratic 
· candidates on January 24, 1988. 
-The debate will take place in 
Johnson Theater as the last part 
of the "Year of the Presidency" 
series. It will be moderated by 
NBC broadcaster John Chan-
cel_lor, and will be covered 
nationally by PBS and National 
Pub-lie Radio. 
According to Political Science 
professor David Moore, a 
member of the "Year of the 
· Presidency" committee, "This 
is the only debate series in which 
college students have a direct 
role in what the candidates 
discuss." At least an hour of the 
two hour debate ~ill consist of 
discussion spurred on by six 
questions from pre-selected 
UNH students in the audience. 
- The six questions will be 
selected by the committee 
through a comp~itjg,n, ·in which 
snadents are_ urged to s~nd their 
questions (along with I)ame, 
social security #, and Christmas 
address) to' Moore at the Pol-
itical Science department .. 
This is being done in order 
"to get questions that are suf-
ficiently broad" to allow all the 
candidates to · respond, said 
Moore. )'he questions should 
deal with nqtional, not personal 
issues, he added. 
Jay Gould, student member 
of the "Year of the Presidency" 
committee, said 350 to 400 of 
Johnson Theater's 750 seats w~ll 
be available for UNH faculty, 
, students, and staff. The rest will 
go to Secret Service personnel, 
press~ NH Democratic Party 
representatives, USNH trus - · 
· tees, and other VIPS. 
The UNH audience will be 
chosen by lottery. According to 
Moore; 16,000 applications have 
b~en mailed out to the UNH. 
commu'nity, who will ha:ve to . 
-get them back jp by next Friday, 
December 11. · 
Moore said a compu_ter will 
make a "random selection of . 
entries" to determine the' au--
dience. 
In conjunction with the Pe- __ _-
. mocratic debate at UNH, Dart-
m·outh College is hosting a 
debate between the six Repub-
lican candidates on January 16, 
1988. The "Year of the .Presid-
ency" committee will be sending 
UNH community members to 
the debate in buses. 
Gould said since Dartmouth's 
auditori~m is larger than John-
son Theater, "the difference in 
their capacity will be split 
between UNH and Dart-
mouth." ·For example, ·he said, 
if there are 200 piore seats, both 
UNB and Dartmouth will_get 
100 each. · 
Gould said 'on ,·rhe lottery • 
application; UNH ·member~ .ca_n 
DEBATE, page 8 -
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Do you think that··WUNH should change 
their fotmat? 
tH~ 
uYes, WUNH's staff 
shou/4.}Je drug tested to 
find out 1 why Ul1l have to ., 
listen to some of this'weird, 
shock-value garbage." 




rr1 set .my alarmitP WUNH .,. •.,,, 
because it's one of the few 
stations that plays good 
quality, diverse music, and 
if I woke up to top 40, my 
day would be ruined." 
Brett Hartman 
" F!.eshman · 
U itdeclared->,r,/ 
• J ! . • -~- · 
uNo. Personally I ·am not 
int_o top 4p and I be_lieve 
- that the diversity of thf 
music played by WUNH 














Mitchell Way_ :06 
Parsons :07 
James Hall :08 
A-Lot, :09 
OUTER 
A-Lot ' ·QQ 
H:tall :01 
Hetzel :02 




Barton Hall :11 
Leavitt Ctr. :12 
Channel 11 :14 
A-Lot :15 
7 am to 11 pm 
* 6 Runs Per Hour * 
:10 :20 :30 :40 
:11 :21 :31 :41 
:12 :22 ,,_:_32 :42 
:14 :24 :34 :44 
:15 :25 :35 :45 
:16 :26 :36 :46 
:17 :27 :37 :47 
:18 :28 :38 :48 
:19 :29 :39 :49 
7 am to 6 pm 
* 4 Runs Per Hour * 
:15 :30 :45 
:16 :31 :46 
:17 :32 :47 
:19 :34 :49 
:20 ·35 :50 
:22 :37 :52 
:24 :39 :54 
:25 :41 :56 
:26 :42 :57 
:28' :44 :59 
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Agriculture awards presented 
UNH Agriculture researchers won awards on the Experiment Stati.on's 100th birthday. (Tad 
Ackerman photo) ' . · • 
By Bob Klemme 
The first UNH Agric'ulturaJ 
Experiment Station Centennial 
A wards were recently presented 
to UNH graduates, Stacey Cole, 
Elwyn Meader and Theodore 
Natti for their contributions to 
agriculture and natural resource 
, development within the state. 
The awards were presented 
at a symposium in the Elliot 
Alumni Center commemorating 
the station's W0th anniversary. 
The Agricultural Experiment 
Station is involved in the re-
search of many different areas 
including crop and livestock 
improvement, human health, 
and biotechnology. 
The dean of the College of 
Life Sciences and Agric;ulture, 
Thomas Fairchild, is the director 
of the Agricultural Experiment 
Station. He said they hope to 
present the award on an annual 
basis. The winner, or winners, 
are nominated by a committee 
within the college,' Fairchild 
said. 
Cole, of West Swanzey, N.H.; 
arid a 1941 graduate of UNH, 
was a member of the UNH 
Board of Trustees for 12 years. 
Cole who served as as Executive 
Director of the N.H. Petroleum 
Council froin 1966 to 1986, was 
also president of the N.H. Farm 
Bureau and a member of the 
American Farm Bureau's Board 
of Directors. 
For the past 25 years, Cole 
has written "Nature Talks," a 
weekly column in the Manches-
ter Union Leader while keeping 
busy as chairman of a bank in 
Keene. 
Meader, who Cole described 
as "an outstanding plaflt breed-
er," has retired to Rochester, 
N.H. where he continues to 
work a small farm. Meader is 
well known for his work pro-
ducing cool season varieties of 
fruits and vegetables, which 
include the Reliance peach and 
the Meader blueberry. 
He has introduced a line of 
_ cucumbers from' Korea which' 
became the basis of hybrid seed 
production in the pickling in-
dustry. Meader is a 1949 grad-
uate of UNH. 
A resident of Pembroke, 
Natti ~egan wpr~ for the NH, 
Forestry and Recreation Com-
mission in 1950, and served as ·· 
State Forester from 1967 until 
retiri-ng in 1986. During _this 
time he helped organize the 
state forest fire program 
N atti said he continues to do 
some forestry work on his own 
land and said that he still does 
some "forestry consulting to a 
limited extent." 
Natti graduated from UNH 
in 1949 before receiving his 
Masters in forestry from Yale. 
Hudd celebrates Hanukkah 
By Wendy Marder · 
Wednesday night's Hanuk-
kah celebration at Huddleston 
~ dining hall achieved its goal of 
increasing UNH awareness of 
the Jewish holiday; according 
tb Lee Rosenfield, the president 
r 
. of Hillel. The celebration was 
. put on by Hillel, the UNR. 
Je,wish Stu.dent Organization, 
a'r}d the Sfodent Organization 
fbr a D(verse University 
(SODU). ,. 
. "The students' reaction was 
phenomenal," said Rosenfield, 
''people have been talking about 
it for a while, even before the 
dinner started." 
' Rosenfield wa,s also _pleased 
with the maturity of the stu~ 
dents in accepting the religion, 
and that no anti-semitis~ was 
ih ~vidence. He said is extremely 
grateful to the entire s.rudent 
body for all of their cooperation 
in making the night successful. 
. "Th_e idea is to introduce 
Stl:ldents to the spirit of Hanuk- · 
kah as well as to new types of 
foods associated with the fes-
tival," said Marc Schwarz of the 
U r;iiversity Advising Commit-
tee, who was helping out with 
the event. ·The two main items 
which we.re served were Latkes, 
Students began the Hanukka:h_ celebration with an Is_reali feast 
in Huddleston on Wednesday.(M. Amunategui) · · 
which are potato pancakes, and -cookies were offered. Most of 
Blintzes, which is a type of the food was prepared by Han-
chees·e crepe. · 
For dessert, honey cakes and HANUKKAH, p3:ge 13 
CALENDAR 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4 _ . 
Last day an announc~d oraJ or written exam may be given 
before final exam penod. · . 
U~H C_RfFTS FAIR - 45 of New-Englan_ds finest artists 
will exhibi-:t Md.s~ll pottery, st~med glass ornaments, jewlery, 
toy~, clothrng, and -more. Grantte State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. 
to 8 -p.m. · · -':'"11.,... · ' .... ,___ _ -
NARRATION - "Lady Nurse 1862." A dramatic narration 
on thrilling, tales and daring expl<?its of a Dover,.. NH Civil 
War Nurses adventures rn Washrngton, D.C. by Pt'ofessor 
Joan Tomasi, Dept. of Nursing. Forum Room, Library, noon. 
NB INTER.NATIONAL SEMINAR - "A Rationale for 
Hurr:ianities Research on Foreign Cultures." Richard Ekinan, 
Natwnal Endowment for the Humanities. Alumni Center, , 
4p.m. . , -
UNH OPERA WORKSHOP - Amahl and the Night Visitors 
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 7 p.m. ' 
DANCE/CONCERT - Dance to the music of "Open·Fire" 
high energy rock-n-~oll. Originals and covers (U2, Bry;n 
Adams, Bi1ly Idol, Richard Marx, Whitesnake, and more). 
MUB Pub, 7:30 p.m., $2. 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5 
UN:,,H MUS~C DEPARTMENT AUDITIONS - For appoint-
_ment call 862"2404. ; 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING - vs. H<~-ly Cross. Field House, 2 
P·!11· 
MEN'S BAS~E]'BALL - vs. Harvard. Field House, 3 p.m. 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Northeastern. Snively Arena, 
7 P·T· - .. 
UNH OPERA WORKSHOP - Ainahl and the Night Visitors 
' Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 7 p.m. 1 . _ ' 
WINTER'S EVENING CONCERT~ Join the New Hampshire 
Notables and _their _guests for an evening of a Capella music 
an·d winter .frolic. Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m., students 
$2, general $3. · . .,, 
MUB PUB MOVIE - "Sid and Nancy.'L 8 and 10 p.m. Students 
$2, Non-Students $3. . 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6 
HOLIDAY CONCERT - UNH Conc~rt Choir and-Symphonic . 
B_add. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 3 p.m. · · 
MUSO FILM - ''Men." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30 
p.m., students $1, general $2._ - · 
MONDAY, DECEMBER 7 
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE - "It will be a Dickens of a 
Christmas." Santa will be waiting. Granite State Room, MUB, 
.noon to 5 p.rh. - _ · · 
SPANISH/PORTUGUESE FILM SERIES - "Bye Bye Brazil." 
Room 110, Murkland, 7-9 p.m., $1. . 
_TRADI"TIONAL JAZZ SERIES - Paradise City'Jazz Band. 
Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m., students $3, general $5. Tickets 
at door and MUB Ticket Office.. . 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8 
HUMANI!IES LEC!l!R~ S~RIES - "The End_ of Antiquity 
_and the Rise of Chnsttamty, _ John 0. Voll, History. Room 
201, Murkland, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
DURHAM BLOOD.DRIVE - Granite State Room MUB 
noon to 5 p.m. ' . ' 
STUDENT RECITAL #3 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 
1 p.m. · ,. .-
SPANISH/PORTUGUESE FILM SERIES - "Bye Bye Brazil." 
Room 303,James, 4-6 p.m., $1. . · 
M~TH _LECTURE - "Title·- ~o be. announced." Dr. Haynes 
Miller, professor of mathematICs at MIT and nationally known 
expert in algebraic toP.ology. Room M-208, Kingsbury, 5 ~i6.: R~freshmems will_be served_ at 4:30 p.m., Room M-
-WOMEN'S I~E HOCKEY - vs. Northeastern, Snively Aren~, 
7 p.m. · . -. _ 
J 
. UNH WIND SYMPHONY AND SYMPHONY ORCHES-, 
TRA - Johnson Theater, Paul Arts; 8 p.m. • · · 
j .. ~HioFFiCE OF s'r~';;iJi0fc~Wt:r,i:, too~·g~~J~ 
(Observe deadlmes on proper forms) . · . 
I jc::, µ,,,-e,-. ....,,...j -ii . -..za - - -· 
_;1 , · , . . : , ,;;;1_. ·--- ,._,,.,1-· .:, Jt':I-L.o\JJ 1~ poo1t-.,m,J anu di5L,,outed semi-w~ekly 
throughout tht .tcademic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the Memorial 
Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: Monday-
Friday 10am-3pm. Academic year subscription: $24.00. Third class postage 
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day. 
. The'New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographi.cal or other 
errors, but will reprint that pa'rt of an advertisment in which a typographical 
e_rror appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes 
to The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies p~i~t;d-
per issue by Journal Tribune, Biddeford Maine. 
ACADEMIC 
GRADUATION CEREMONY: Listing of students 
· who have filed an-intent-to-graduate card for 
December· 1987 is nQW posted in the Registrar's 
Office. Students who plan to graduate but are not 
on the list should contact a memeber of the 
graduation staff. . 
STUDY ABRO_AD PROGRAM : Spomored by 
· Dept. of French apd~Italian. For those students 
intereste~ in the Junior Year Study Abroad Program 
in Dijon, France, the deadline for the 1988~1989 
academic year is December 15, 1987. Informat-ion: 
Dept. of French amd Italian; Room 102, Murkland:. 
COLLEGE LEVEL EXAMINATION PROGRAM: 
CLEP Testing, consisting of both general and subject 
exams is offered at UNH on the third Saturday 
of the following months: January, March, May, 
June, September, and November The foreign 
langu;ige tests are offered only in September, 
January, and June. You inay regi~ter for as many 
as two tests in one day. 
B.R.E.AK. (BAG- IT, RELAX, EAT AND CONc 
NECT): A lunch group for students who are 
divorced or separated, or just thinking about it .· 
Wednesdays, Non-Traditional Student Center', · 
Pettee House, 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., bring your lunch. 
PIZZA LU:NCHES:Join t:he Pizza for Lunch Bunch. 
Relax at the end of the week with good company 
an? good food. Pizz_a _available at $1 per slice. Every 
Friday, Non-Trad1t1onal Student Center, :Pettee 
House, nqon to 1 p.m. 
· FITNESS CERTIFICATES: Sponsored by Depart-' 
ment of Recreational Sports. You can pur'chase 
Fitnes~ Certificates for one or more of the non-
credit fitness programs offered next semester : 
Aerobics, Aquacize, Swim 'Fitness, and Stroke 
· Tr~ining, Women's·Weight Training and the Youth 
Swim Program can be purchased thru December 
31, Room 151, Field House, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
HOLIDAY PARTY: For Non-Traclitional Students . 
and Forest Park Residents. Join us by the fire·~nd-· 
trim a tree, make some music, create some cheer. 
Special children's activities . Refreshments will 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION - be served. Friday, December 4, Community Center, 
U_ndergradUcate Apartment Complex, Strafford 
Avenue, 5-7 _p.m. OPEN REC SCHEDULE: Field House open hours : 
:pecember 15 ~18, rioon to 2 p.m.; December 19-
January 3, closed; January 4-15, 11:30 to 1:30 p:m., 
Monday through Friday only. _ · 
PUBLIC SKA TING: During the x-mas holidays, 
Snively will be open for public skating 1:30-3:30. 
Decemqer 26,27 ,28,:29,30,31. Student ID'·s or -free 
with Rec Ptss, youths $ 1.50, adults $2.50. 
1987 BEYOND WA~ AW ARD : Sponsored by 
· Beyond War. Honors the Peace Corps and its 
120,000 past and prese,nt volunteers. Live via 
satellite from San Francisco to the Litde Harbor 
School in H.ortsmouth, 4:30 to 7 p.m.,'$5 contact 
Judith Roberts, 868-7073 or Sheldon Wheeler 749-
6873. - ' 
' ,t,-·..-. . ,,.; ~ ....__....,,..,....-1¼. · -,.11,"'ll'\>...., ->=-,- .,... · -~.- - . ..,,... •,..,. , . .,,,...-,., ~.- .,,.,~ •. -·. 1-t···,.. ,., .' ·"'·· '· - -,......r,~ "7. •-·....,~~ ""· • •-~• ~~ -~- · , .. ----- • . .... _.. ,v• 
19"88 FA_CULTY/ STAFF·D AYS: Two weeks of LOST AND FOUND SALifThe -Office of Student 
complimentary activities for you and your family Activities will hold a 5-ele of accumulated, unclaimed 
w!ll be hel~ frornJanpart 4-15? 1988. The highlight iterils turned into Lost and Found. Wednesday, 
vv:1ll· be the Annual,Skatt'r:ig Party. With characters December 9, in the MUB from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
from the Wiz,ard of Oz joining us! Also included 
Aerobics, Aqua Exercise, Hydra-Fitness clinics, HEALTH 
and ·adult swim meet, 3 on 3 Basketball, Broomball, 
innertube Waterpolo, and complimentary admission 
to a men's .and women's Basketball game. Your 
brochure_, will be arriving shortly through campus 
m~il. ' 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOM,. 
EN_ ONLY): Women concerned about their drinking 
or drug use. Fridays, 2nd floor, Conference Roo~, 
Hood House, r:ie>on tb t p.rh. · · · 
GENERAL ALCOHOLI¢s ANQNYMOUS MEETING 
(OPEN) : ~ndividtials cancerried about their drifikin~ .., 
TH.E FATHER c ·HRIST, MA.S LETT~R: Ted · Qr dh.g use. Mgndays, Tuesd_ay.:si Wednesdays, and · 
McKey will read J .R.R.,. Tolkieri-'s ,.The Father '. Thursdays, 2n:d Fl(')or Conference Room, Hood 
Christmas Letters over'WUNH (91.3 FM) weekdays f:Iduse, noon te> 1 p.m. . ·. · · , _ 
at 5:40 p.m. until December 12. · · 
AL-ANON MEETING (OPEN): Individuals af-
MUB LOC;KER RENTALS: Lockers must .be feqed by another's -use of' alcohol or other drugs. 
,:renewed} or next ·seme~ter, before Dec._22. If you Monqay~, ~ oom· 21, Library, noon to 1 p.m. 
· do not -renew· it, your key must be returned before -
Dec.' 22 fo f your key-deposit refund: Locks mus( ·1\.DULTCHII'.;DREN OF ALCOHOLIC MEET-
be removed from the blue lockers if you do not INGS: For individuals who have been affected by 
renew it. Stop iri Room 322., Office of Student · their parents -drinking. Thursdays, Conference 
Activities, in the MUB. Room, Health Servi(es, Hood House, 1-2 p.m. 
GREAT BAY FOOD CO-OP: A qon-profit organ-
ization, we can sell µatural & · organic foods, fresh 
breads & pastas, imported cheeses, snacks, sodas, 
shampoos, soaps, & more!, at lower prices than ' 
privately-owned retail stores. Store Hours: Tues: 
& Wed. Rec. Room, Hubbard Hall, 4:30-7 ,p.m. 
.• NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE-SUBMIT-
i~T;El)_l'Q _THE OFFICE OF STU~~NT ACTIV-
MEETING 
CAMPUS GAY AND LESBIAN ALLIANCE 
_ SOCIAL MEETING: A -meeting to· rei.roup; coffee 
and food will be_provided, stop in·and say hello. 
Sunday, DecemBer 6, AlurrihPRioo~, New Hamp-
shire Hall, 5 p.rn. · ·• • 
!TIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Obsetve deadlines 
on proper forms) . 
t arouche supporters resolved that the' INF treaty is, "treason" in a debate agairtst'the UNH 
Debate Sodety on Monday. (Mark Hamilton photo) / , 
Ahlnesty ·fights· fol'.' 
prisoner's freedom 
By Leslie R01?inson is "the worldwide concept of 
John Howard, a member of common people taking respon-
Amnesty International USA's sibilities and making commit-
South Asia Core Group, urged ments to work for the dignity 
· 30 people at UNH Tuesday of human beings." He added 
night to "pres's for a fair trial" that Kurshid is .in jail because 
for Tariq Ku_rshid, a political he "threatens in some way the 
prisonerof Pakistan. government in place." 
Kursliid, an activist in the Writing protest letters to the .._ 
Pakistan · People's Party, the · authorities in a prisoner's coun-
main opposition party to the try as well as personal letters 
government, has been impri- to the prisoner are the primary 
soned since 1981, said Howard. tactics of Amnesty lnternation-
He didn't come to trial until al. 
1984, when a military court _ The Seacoast Chapter, which 
sentenced ·him to 25 years in . includes UNH, has been writing 
prison, said Howard. J _ to Kurshid and Pakistani au-
Kurshid didn't get a f_air trial, thoriti~s in its capadty as "the 
said Howard, pointing out that group who is primarily 1.-'espon-
"these (military) courts, beg~n sible. for him," said Mary Clark, 
with a presumption of guilt." an English p,rofessor and faculty 
Kurshid was originally accused advisor to the group. Clark said 
in 1981 of conspira~y, sedition Kurshid has been "our own 
against the state and a rash of adoption prisoner" for three 
other charges, but. "the specifics years, assigned _tG> the group by 
:of the alleged-crimes have never . the national organization head-
been made clear by the govern- quartered in Boston. 
ment," Howard said. The.group's letters are "start-
Amnesty International would _ ing to make a difference," said 
· drop Ku:rshid's case if after a Carolyn Huck, a junior. Mia 
legitimate trial. he was fou-nd Kha.zei, a senior, read fro111 a 
_guilty of an actual crime, said letter Kurshid wrote to Patsy 
Howard: "I don't think that's Schweickart,. an English pro.-
likely to happen,'' he added, frssor now on sabbatical, in 
· because Kurshid'.s- imprison- which he s·aid, "Already my . 
ment seems entirely politically . living conditions haveimprovesl 
motivated. • ~ue to your efforts.". 
Howard also said, "I don ' t , Buck said Kurshid wrote in 
think Tariq Kurhsid -wilLever _ ano._ther letter that his ..famjly · 
:get a fair trial.".He added, 'The is n9w.,aJlowe_d _to visit 1-?,im, and 
.. m?s't · li~ely~oatc~.me ,0hhe case , h;e i1 3:llcrwed. /! .b9~k, q~ny and 
-< :w1Ube-·a1 releasert1 ,J.:-1-" ._ )\. ,.t:4em., 11s well as ,a l~g~t-hulp:to 
P ressure on. anthorities will read by. _ , .. 
help lead to a trial or :release, Buck, Khaz~i, Schweickart, 
and ·either is desirable, said and ·philosophy profess.or brew 
Howard. Chris.tie _all write him fegularly. 
Howa'i·d said the Pakista-ni Kurshid is harshly restricted 
gov~rnment' s mc:thod of dealing · in the number of letters he may 
· with dissent i.s .to open .. a valve write; but Khazei: has · nortethe-
sligh ~ly, letting, just a bit of less gathered that he is a "very 
steam escape, so that the system thoughtful, intelligent, and 
remains unchanged. "The best strong man," she said.-
way to. make them ope.n that Buck said Kurshid is an Em-
valve is to turn up the heat," est Hemingway fan. Christie 
he said. · said he and Kurshid ha·ve dis -
Amnesty International is a cussed Darwin, philosophy, and 
worldwide organization that capitalism versus Communism 
works oh three levels, said in their letters, "He writes a very 
Howard. It works to protect all full aerogramme," said Christie. 
manner of prisoners from tor- He added that Kmshid. ''seems · 
ture and execution. , almost surpr·isingly i_nformed" 
It works. to obtain fair trials . about world events. 
for political prisoners. Arid it The Seacoast Chapter has 150 
seeks to identify and obtain the members, of which about 3 5 are 
release of "prisoners of con- active, said Clark. She said the 
science," ' those· jailed, for ex- group's monthly meetings each 
ample, for their religious beliefs -concern a different- country. The 
of ethnic background. national organization gives 
· .: Gilles LeCompagrion, an en- · the.m pa,rti_cular cases in that 
gineer from Lee; said the appeal country, and ·names and .ad ,._ 
'' · ·of Amnesty International to him dresses of people . to write. 
~ ~ 
-o ··-e· '. ·bij a· -· t; · e ·- · '.:;s· ')'.:_o·· · ~~"•-,;,t.' ·7,_---- . . . . .• . ' . . . '.'. '2;,, ' -' y 
:takes:,~11 Lar~U~ne 
By Bryan Alexander INF treaty aga-lnst lJ,NH 'stu-
As Sovier leade r Mikh ail dents Michael 'Ros .. e a-nd_- J ay 
Gorbachev p repares h is visit , Aps5=y. The qebate w:a:s spon-
to the US for a summit.meeting sored by the PNB debate so-
with President Reagan, the ciety _and took _ pla,ce .iri '' the 
debate over the need for a treaty' Strafford Room 'ohhe MUB. 
reducing intermediate range Tarpley argued ihat -the.Pres-
nuclear weapons cont inues ~dent's vow to sign _t,h~ t_r_eaty 
throughout the CCHintry. IS an act of treasop as·' i"n'ter pret:. 
Last Monday_ night Webster_ ed by the US :Con·stitutiofr' H e 
Jarpley and Rob~rt Patton, two said th"a-t the l]SSR ·is•olfi; eq.e.~y 
supporters of Presidential carj.1, · · apd,.'.p tovidirt!t aid":a:.rid ,coin{ort 
d:i.date Lyndon Larouche, debat'-
ed the legality of the proposed LAROUCHE, page· 12 
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T emp.orary job ~~rket strong 
By Ruth A. Stearns The $avory smell of fresh 
Fqr _some college students the· ·brewed coffee .permeates ·the 
cold and boring days of winter office .. A cheeseball with Pep-
break can put a damper on peridge Farm crackers and other 
vacation fun. There is no better snacks are taste.fully offered to 
'time for. students to work to save each- employee as they enter the 
cash for the s1,:rn-f illed days office. 
- during spring break. · · "We always have a coffee pot 
U niforce Temporary Servi- brewing and a snack for our 
ces, located on Route 101 in workers," explained Cindy Ton-
Greenland N.H., is · a job place- kin, whose motto is "a smile, 
ment service that matches peo- a cup of coffee, and an out-
1ple's skills and schedules to a · stretched hand go a long way." 
wide variety of jobs in the The Uniforce staff doesn't 
, Seacoast Area, ac_~C>_rqing to Jay drink coffee and eat crackers all 
and Cindy Tonkiii,'-the owners day, accord1ng to Pam Rogers 
._ and mariagers of Uniforce. and Jennifer Graves, the Per-
"U niforce has all different sonnel Coordinators at Uni-
kinds of jobs, such as clerical, force. 
secretarial, light ~ industrial, "We're too busy connecting 
technical and warehouse work. people to jobs," Rogers said 
U niforce can Meet UNH stu-· _ between phope calls. "If you are 
dents' busy· schedules," Cindy _ willing to work, we are willing 
said. · to give you a job." 
"If you want to work for a According to Rogers getting 
week of your break, we'll find a job at Uniforce is a simple 
you a job for a week. If you want procedure. People can set up 
· to work the whole month, that appointments, by calling _i n, or 
is fine too;'' Cipdy said. they can just walk in. 
Accordin'g to Cindy, the col- Rogers said, "When you get 
lege student program at Uni- here, we'll discuss your avail-
force is strong. . ability for work, find _out what 
Cindy said, "At Thanksgiving you would like to do and how 
and Christmas time, I am far you'd be willing to travel. 
flooded with calls from students Then we'll set you up with a job 
who want to work while they that meets your qualifications 
are on break from school. A lot and standards." 
of our employees have been with ' Personnel,~oordinator Jen-
us all through their college nifer Graves said, "Everyone 
-years." who has been coming in lately 
Jay Tonkin, sales and market- · walks out with a good job. we 
ing manager, said that Uniforce have plenty of jobs this very 
services up to 70 major com pan- mol)'lent." 
ies at one time and at least 400 . Graves explained that each 
during the course of a _year. - person has to com(: into the 
-_ The ,location ol companies office -only .. once to register. 
-· ranges from Southern Maine From that .time on, all com·q:run-
to Northern Massach'ussetts, ication can be dpne -over the 
and points in 'between, Jay said. telephone. 
"Come into our office! We Graves said,''Companies are 
have jobs for everyone," Jay said. constantly calling for workers. 
.Dukakis also emphasized the 
need ·_ to extend · U.S.-Soviet 
cooperation beyond the realm 
of the military. He called for 
a joint commitment from the 
two in an effort to battle AIDS 
as welfas the creation of a new 
Humanitarian Relief Fund. In 
addition, he would to like ex-
plore the possibility of joint 
·u.S.-Soviet space missions. 
"The United States and the 
Soviet Union have known for 
decades how to des troy each 
other," said Dukakis, "but we 
have not yet learned very well 
how to live with each other." 
In response to a question 
DUKAKIS 
(continued from page 3) 
from the floor, Governor Du-
kakis reveale'd that he was 
conc~rned with strengthening 
the state of today's education 
system. He said there were two 
elements that would be essential 
to do so. 
The first, he said, would be 
- to _make teaching a strong and 
valued profession again. To 
carry this out, Dukakis called 
for the provi~ion of scholarships 
to those who want to go into 
teaching and an incre~se in 
teacher'_s salaries. 
The second step to streng-
thening education, accordi_ng 
to Dukakis, is to insure that any 
NOW 
SHOWING 
We'll then call you, set up a work 1 
schedule and within a week 
you'll receive a paycheck." 
So why register with Uhiforce 
Temporary Services? 
OwnerJay Tonkin stressed 
that raking te_mporary jobs is 
an excellent way of "interview-
ing a company.'' · 
Jay said, "T-em porary jobs 
allow students to get a taste· of 
the job market. It is a good way 
· to plan future jobs for after 
college." 
Jay _ also places people in 
permanent jobs in many major 
companies, he said . 
"In fact, many of our tempor-
ary jobs can lead 'to permanent 
placements," Jay said. 
According to Jay, the tempor-
ary job force is the third fastest 
growing industry in the United 
States today. Comp.anies are 
setting aside ten percent of their 
budget especially for hiring 
temporary help, he said. 
"Companies experience peaks 
and valleys throughout a work 
year. When business is peaking, 
companies ~are looking to tem-
porary workers to keep oper-
ations running smooth. This 
way the company is not over-
staffed during its off-times," 
Jay explained. 
Both Pam Rogers andJennif-
er Graves were U niforce tem-
porary employees pefore they 
were hired permanendy by the 
'.i"'onkins, Jay said. · 
Manager Cindy Tonkin said 
she enjoys working with college 
students because "they are de-
pendable workers. College stu-
,dents have big bills ,to pay. The¥ 
need every penny they can earn. 
and save. U riiforce can help 
fatten the starving student." 
person who is qualified for 
college is not _ turned away 
because of financial need. To 
do this, Dukakis said, "We must 
stop the ·assault on Pell Grants 
and student loans." · 
- Governor Dukakis was given 
a warm inrroductio_n early in the · 
evening by Jay Gould, student · 
member of the "Year of the 
Presidency" Committee. Gould 
noted the governor's selection 
earlier this year to Playgirl 
Magazine's list of tht top ten 
sexiest men in America. Duka-
kis, in response, said that Play-
girl had just discovered what 
9is wife had known for years. 
EVES. ·''A RARE KIND OF PLEASURE .. 
&:so - 9:1 o -RICH & PASSIONATE 
$4.00 ••• A FERTILE JOY! A SCREEN 
MATS FULLOFDIAMONDS ..• " 
-Jay C.arr, 1HE BOSION GLOBE --~----... -
Place a $25 deposit* to 
.- guarantee your semester 
workout membership! 
NO SWEAT? 
Your UNH ID gets you 25% off 
your choice of sweater· today, 
·tomorrow and Sunday only at . 
WHOLLY MACRO! 
WHOll Y · ffiACRO 
17 Ceres-St . 
436-8878 
Note: Daily Blackboard 
Specials Nqw Through 
XMas 
1bis Chpstmas Vve can giveWl.l 
something your parents couicmt 
Blue eyes:W1th DuraSoft -
Colorscdntactlehses'youcan - • 
-change the brown eyes your parents 
gave you to blue,green;hazel, aqua 
or even new sapphire.This year, 
PuraSoft Colors gift certificates, for 
vision correction orj ust for fun. 
DumSojt® Colors forChristmas. 
Copyright <C> 1987 Wesley- lesse~ All rights reserved. Printed in u SA 
-UNIVERSITY 868-1092. 
,,, . EYE 
~~~ CARE· 
· Family Vision Center _ 
Off ice Hours: 
Mon.---Tues.- Thurs.- fri . . 
9-5. 
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Urii\/ersity Police 
weekly . report 
By Chris Pollet . 
University Police responded 
to numerous calls from the 
UNH community over the pe-
riod following the Thanksgiving 
break. '\ · 
Five students have been 
charged with criminal mischief 
.and destruction of property for 
an incidem which took place in 
Stoke Hall on November 20. 
The students were responsible 
for extensive damage on the 
sixth floor and will face both 
criminal charges and universtiy 
action. 
Eight students and a staff 
employee were arrested in con-
neEtion to the CIA demonstra-
tion in front of Huddleston Hall 
on December l (See related 
story). · 
· The theft of college rings took 
place on December 2 from the 
Bookstore. The rings had been 
secured in. a case and a customer 
found the case empty. The 
estimated loss was approxi-
mately $ 1000 and the case is 
under investigation. 
A staff employee reported her 
car stolen from Lot C on the 
afternoon of December 2. After 
a thorough search of the lot, the 
car was not located. The car was 
later found in the lot near 
Hamilton Smith. 
Five students were charged 
with unlawful possession of 
alcohol during this period, and 
. there was $1620 worth of theft. 
University Police also report-
ed the number of stolen parking 
permits totalled 104 for the 
· semester and of tho~e, five have 
been recovered. '\ 
DEBATE 
I 
(continued from page 3) r 
state their ·preferred qebate, and 
if drawn, they will get their first 
choice. . 
' The guidelines are riot yet set 
for the prioritization of seating 
at the UNH debate (which 
percentage of seats goes to 
students, faculty, and staff), 
accoraing to Gould. This should 
be determined next week, he 
said. 
Director of University Re-
lations and committee member 
Phyllis Bennett said the com- · 
miitee ' is still waiting on 
numbers for Secret Service and 
television personnel, and. 
"there's a lot of mechanical 
details" left to work out. There 
won't be any official numbers 
until they "determine how many 
people we're dealing with." 
She said the Granite State 
Room in the MUB ~ill serve 
as a press room for the debate, 
and will be equipped with 
telephones, TV monitors, and 
extra electrical outlets. She said 
PBS has the national television . 
exclusive, and they are currently 
negotiating with the C-SPAN 
cable channel, which wants a 
delayed broadcast. 
The first part of the "Year 
of the Presidency" series at 
UNH consisted of appearances . 
by all the Democratic candidates 
except Jesse Jackson, and Re-
publican candidates Pierre du 
Pont and Jack Kemp. 
All the candidates were in-
vited, and "Pat Robertson was 
the only candidate to refuse to 
take part in the program. Others . 
have not notified the committee 
for a specific date," said Gould. 
The second part of the pro-
gram consisted of four lectures 
on "The Nature of the Presid-
ency" by experts Martin 
Agronsky, Doris Kearns Good-
win, William Leuchtenburg, and 
Daniel Schorr. These were 
sponsored by the Saul O Sidore 
Memorial Foundation. 
Moore said the purpose of the 
"Year of the Presidency" pro-
gram is "to take advantage of 
· the unique role New Hampshire 
-plays" in the search for a new 
president. Also, .. he said, it 
enables students "to see firs-
thand the candidates and learn" . 
the process of choosing a pres-
ident .. 
Gould said the pr.ogram pro-
vides "the . opportunity for stu-
dents ... to get more involved 
with the political process." But, 
he added, "the program and the 
awareness it brings is useless 
unless you take the opportunity 
to register to vote· before the 
NH primary _on February 16, 
1988." 
He said, "Students have done 
a lot of hard work and put in 
a lot of ti.me in terms of helping 
to advertise, set up for, and greet 
the candidates." 
In addition, "the student 
panelists ( on previous candidate 
visits) have added a unique 
flavor to the presidential forum 
by offering student perspectives 
and stating student concerns on 
national concerns," Gould said. 
He said, "It's not every -year 
that we as students have the 
opportunity to get involv~d with 
the process of selection of the 
president of the 1J nited States. 
"I urge students to take the 
time and fill out the application 
for · the lottery to have the 
opportunity to attend the debate . 
live," he said. 
ASSAULT 
(continued from page 1) 
with a muscular, medium build. 
He has a fair complexion, blue 
or gray eyes, and short sandy-
blond hair. · 
The attacker may have a scar 
over his left eye and across his 
left cheek, since the woman said 
she scratched him during their 
struggle. Also, she said she bit 
his thumb, and he may have a 
scar there. 
The woman reported the man 
was wearing a turquoise, heavy 
nylon zipper-front jacket with 
·a brand label over the left breast 
pocket, jeans, ~hite sneakers, 
and a light colored three-button 
polo jersey. 
It was reported the man was 
driving a small red or orange 
hatchback, possibly a Dodge-
Omni, Honda Civic, or Chevy 
Chevette. 
This incident is the first 
serious report of a sexual attack 
since three women were raped 
over the summer. None of. the 
alleged attackers have been 
apprehended, and investiga-
tions are continuing, according 
to polic'e. 
................................. ~·····~ 
• .-. . . ~ ~ ~ . . . A-. ·P • : ~ 'V . -. . "'?'A .; . : 
♦ ~~ ~ ~ / v~ ~ ♦ 
f ~ ~4._ ~ ~ . . . SEMESTER BREAK -,.~>Q .. J 
♦ ~V ~V ♦ 
t♦ V . "'✓A~ : 
♦ ~. 
♦ *$9.25 to start* · 9 ♦ 
\ : . : 
♦ ♦ 
, ♦ • ·-
: ~higher pay with incentive program : ·-
• ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ********************************** •. ♦ - ♦ ' 
♦ ♦ 
: · - all majors can apply -: 
♦ • · • --apply now for after .X-Mass • 
♦ . ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
: ********************************** .: 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
: ~gain valuable Resume experience : 
♦ ♦ 
: ********************************** : 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
: -program lasts 2-4 weeks or longer · :· 




♦ Raise $money for Spring Tuition ♦ 
: Pay for Spring Break Now : 
• ♦ 
: Monday Dec. 7 MOB Balcony 9-1 PM : 
: If unable to attend in person : 
♦ call 603-964-8997 11-7 PM ♦ 
: ' . •Portsmouth/ Dover Area : 
t ••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t 
URHAM ltEO CROSS CUl{ISTMAS BLOOD DllclV 
ON 
MONDAY., DECEMBER 7TH THROUGH 
Don't forget to read the 
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WEAVER 
veying informati,on because, 
"television can only commun-
iqte experience:" · · 
Television sharpens the pub-
lic's percepiion, according to 
Schorr, but is false represen-
tation. It lures the public'~ 
attention, claimed Schorr, yet 
often times the public needs to 
read the newspaper the next day 
to find out what really hap~ 
,pen.ed. , . , . . ' 
Schorr said that televis10n 
succeeds in ·manipulation, so 
much that "if you don't exist 
on television, you don't exist 
at all." · · 
The · manipulation in -the 
-realm of political thoughts and 
ideas is where television be-. 
comes most disturbing,. acc~rd-
ing to Schorr. Schor! said t~e 
public has often val~d~ted ~is 
existence by recogn!zmg him 
from television. 
''After the first hundred peo-
-ple who said 'I saw you on TV!', 
it_ got to be a littfe irritating," 
he said. 
SCHORR 
(conti'.nued fmni page 3) 
never ·seen anyone more at ease 
on television than President 
Reagan. He said he believed 
Reagan to have brought his days 
as a motion picture actor with 
him to the presidency. 
Schorr attributed Reagan's 
repeated nomination to t~levi-
sion. '."Reagan's words basically 
have no meaning," said Schorr, 
"but he .looks good on TV." 
According to Schorr, ,-in the -
.end small trivia may b,e the 
decidin_g factor for the presi-
dential candidates. 
",Trivial, flaws in the person-
ality of a candidate seen on 
television can .decide whether 
they stay in the rate," claimecl 
-Schorr. 
In reference to the recent 
Gary Hart scandal, Schorr said 
that it was not so important that 
Hart had been carrying on with 
Donna Rice, but that Hart had 
destroyed his self-m~ated public 
image. 
Schorr said that he believed 
debates between candidates to 
be helpful. _ . _ 
"Debates are useful in that 
,they don't make the candidate 
more than they are," claimed 
Schorr. 
Dutring the Nixon/ Kennedy 
debates of 1960, Schorr said that 
he listened to' the debates over-
se-as"by radio and thought Ni~on 
to ha,ve won, ye:;t according to 
the television media, Kennedy 
was the winner. 
Schorr began his career -as a 
European correspondent-for the 
Christian Science Monitor and 
the New York Times.In 1953, 
his coverage of the flood of 
Holland resulted in an offer to 
joi~ Edward R. Murroy/s CBS 
news team. 
Schorr establ,ished the CBS 
bureau in Moscow in '1955. His 
"Face the Nation" iqterview 
with soviet leader Nikita 
Khrushchev of 195 7 made in-
t~rnational headlines. 
A Christmas craft fair is in the MUB this week Schorr explained that figure-
"Hart invented the good 
family image," Schorr said. "if 
you're going-to invent ad image, 
you must live by ic" He went 
on "because the public will not 
allow you to ~estroy it.''. 
Returrring to Washington .. to 
cover civil rights developments 
in the late-1960s, Schorr was 
appointed the network's chief 
Watergate correspondent after 
the 1972 break-in at the Demo-
cratic Party's national headquat-
ers. Schorr earned three emmy 
awards for his coverage. 
convenie-nce. (Mark Hamilton photo) heads o_n television possess a 
W~~;!,!!:~~~:!!:~~~~~~~~------------' certain "special quality," making . 
~~~~~,.q,~..qa~ 
LOW IMPACT AEROBICS -
~E SEARC-H SUBJECTS NEEDED! 
~ Females, non-smokers, age 25.:34, who have not exercised 
regularly in the last eight weeks. 
If chosen to participate, you wo~ld recdve a complete • 
fitness evaluation and Jow impact _aerobic proj ram, fnt 
of charge! Call 862-2070 Days ·· 
or 436-0787 Nig~t.s 
Jl■■■.•••••••••••••~•••••••••••••■■■■■■~■■■■■■■1■■ 1■■■■■■■••••••■■■■••••••■■■■■■■1■■•••••••••••••••••••••••■■■■1111■1111■11 
The Graduate School 
is accepting applicat~ons for 
TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS FOR 
PART-TIME 
GRADUATE DEGREE STUDENTS 
For Spring Semester 1981-88 
Deadline · fot application is Decemher 11, 1987 
. Applica~ion forms are available at the I Graduate School~ Horton · Social Science Center! 
L■Jl■ I■■■•.•········~··································,·································~································~· 
that figure different from , eve-
ryone else. _ · 
The people on television are 
trying to get an effect, claimed 
Schorr. 
"Television serves terror-
ism " said Schorr. "The terror-
is ts' know that television is 
covering their acts, the shock 
effect is there." 
Schorr spoke about President 
Reagan _as the first media pres-
ident. According to ·Schorr, a 
true media person does not act, 
the person is the role. 
• "Reagan's sincerity is the sign 
of a true media person," said. 
Schorr: 
Schorr · claimed he had never . 
In the same respect, Schorr 
said that because Reag~an had 
promoted such an anti drug 
image, that when supreme court 
candidate Douglas Ginsburg was 
found to have smoked marijua-
na, Reagan could not support 
him in accordance with the 
previously established ima2:e. 
According to Schorr,. ~he 
problem with beif.lg a televis10_n 
,....leader is the figurehead is 
~ommunic,atil'lg with a micro-
phone and cameras. These c~-
meras . zoom in on dramatic 
aspects such as sweat, q~iveri~g 
lips, tired eyes and the like, said 
Schog.:._ . ____ ___ . .,: 
···-ONNEC1ir? 
In 1980, Schorr helped Ted 
Turner create Cable News Net-
work," serving as its senior 
correspondent until 1985, when 
he began working for NPR. 
Schorr said that television is 
still important, although abu-
sive as well. When asked what 
· he predicted for the future, 
Schorr said, ... I never know what 
to say to _that." He continued, 
"I think Bush is going to run 
unopposed, and lose." 
Close to .you ... 
- · · where you work, _ 
where you live. 
-------'--Staff:--- -----
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On·going medical care for all ages • Physicals 
On·site lab and x-ray • Same-Day Appointments . 
Open: Mon. - Th□rs. 9:30 am-- 7:00 pm 
Fri. 9:30 am--5:00 pm 
Call: 868-5080 
VISA/ Master Cha.rge accepted 
We ~rocess_ all commercial, insuranc~-claim forms. , 
. . : 
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MIXOLOGY COURSE 
BECOME A -BARTENDER 
DURING-MID-YEAR BREAK 
-PREPARE F~ A GCXI> PAYNG PART-11.£ ~ VACATI04 JCB 
LEARN'Si:\l=RQ 
_. BARTENDING 
EARN EXTRA INCOME 
_ r•wnn.nn .. 1111• .. •n11~11•~11•...-,. ..................................... ~ ............. •tn•i•1111"" .. •"~ 
--i - Ja.n. 4-8 : 40 HR. COURSE ~ 
! ' ~ ~ 
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· . MeRIHiwlzKS · p COSlO.'I .... ,NT£D SPOtnSWEAII 
T-Shirts ,/ 
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Bas.eball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
• Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items 
In-House Art Dept. 
603/431-8319 
·11\·. . ' 
\\~$~ . . · .· ,,.e~ FLEECE SHELL 
+ NYLON SHELL 
ZIP-FRONT JACKET 
MEN &WOMEN 
\ I' • 
·~ 
$80°0 THE CROSSROADS Main Street 
New London, N.H. 
603-526-282, 
· Open 9 A.M.-5 P.M. Every Day 
Do· you have Gripes about ... 
Parking? Leases? 
MUB? ~and lords? 
~tteod the 
Camp.us Life? 
·. I IM Mll II:■ ·· , 111 M '(:'': 
. ' 
Wed. Dec.9th 4.~:6p.m. . - r . 
Carroll Belknap Rm. MUB · 
Attorney Bob Mittlebozer ,will be . there to answer lease and 
( legal questions. 
\ 
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-------LAROUCHE- ------ ------- RED CROSS ---
to our enemies (by signing this 
treary) is treason. . 
·· "The Soviet Union is the 
relevant enemy," said Tarpley. 
"The Soviet Union will receive 
aid and comfort from this trea-
ty,". 
Rose said the approval of the 
treaty is as likely to be consi-
dered treason as a tourist pur-
chasing goods in the country. 
·He said the purchasing of these 
goods leads to a stronger Rus-
sian economy, arid could be 
considered providing aid and 
comfort t6 the enemy. 
This is not considered treason 
though, he said. 
"This treaty is treason to 
Lyndon Larouche, Adolf Hitle-
r ... all those lovely hearts we've 
loved through the years," added 
Apsey. · 
Apsey said the treaty repres-
ents a large step~ in building a 
constructive relationship be-
tween the US and the USSR, and 
the money saved from building 
up the nuclear arsenal could help 
lessen the budget deficit. 
Tarpley said the treaty would 
take missles out of Europe 
which would lead to a Russian 
takeover. He said these missles 
are important to deter such an 
attack. 
"The Kremlin can be incin-
erated in five minutes," said 
Tarpley. "That means far more 
than any signature on a piece 
of paper." 
Patton said with these mis-
siles _gone the Soviets with their 
superior conventional forces 
would have nothing to stop 
them from attacking Europe. 
He said the US would not be able 
to do anything an ocean away 
to prevent a Russian victory 
allowing them to dominate the 
world. 
"It's a question of survival 
of Western civilization itself," 
said Tarpley. 
"Even in peace one must not 
give· military benefits to the 
enemy who has vowed to bury 
them," said Patton. 
Rose argued that the number 
of NA TO warheads cut by this 
do not suggest Europe will be 
defenseless. He said the treaty 
will lower the number of NATO 
warhea~s in Europe from 5,000 
to 4,600. 
"This is a far cry from decou-
pling NA TO and denuclearizing 
Europe," said Rose. 
Rose said that the conven-
tional forces in Europe are also-
strong enough to deter a Rus-
sian attack even though they are 
smaller in number. He said . the 
European forces are unified and 
b~tter equipped than the Rus -
sians. 
Patton said the conventional 
services would be destabilized, 
though, by a group of io',.-level 
terrorists who have infiltrated 
West Germany and function · 
undercover. 
He said when the Russians 
attack the· terrorists . will go to 
work, destroying NATO air-
crafts, waging chemical warfare 
on nuclear sites, destroying 
land-based communication tow- . 
ers, and knocking out the elec-
tricity. 
"The havoc caused by these 
acts will be tremendous," said 
Patton. 
Rose called the opposidon's 
argument a "scare tactic." 
"We've seen that style used 
time and time again," said Rose. 
"They tell people their worst 
fears and nightmares and say 
follow us." 
Patton called Reagan's sup-
port for the treaty "purely 
(continued from page 6) 
political." He said Reagan plans 
to sign the tre·aty to forge an 
image for himself in the history 
books. 
"He (Reagan➔ wishes to go 
down in history as a man of 
peace, holdng the Nobel Peace 
prize in his hand," said Patton. 
"Reagan is about as sick and 
confused and disorientated as 
Rosevelt was at Yalta," said 
Tarpley. 
myriad of ·diseases including 
hepatitis, syphillis, · and the · 
AIDS-causing virus HTL V-III. 
Tests for these diseases are 
conducted in a lab. There is only 
one on sight t~st at the drives 
and that is for hemoglobin 
count. 
The Red Cross has estab-
lished a confidential testing 
system that includes coding 
donor names. In any case where 
the blood tesrs positive, the 
(continued from page 1) 
medical director for the Red "We have to protect the donor 
Cross is the only person with . as well as the public." · 
access to the donor's identifi - The Red Cross is providing 
cation. a dual service through their 
·u it is established that a blood,drives . While collecting 
donor's blood is contaminated, the vital fluid they may also be 
they are traced by donor number helping in early detection of 
and notified via certified letter AIDS. 
that is delivered in a blank Be sure to read all Red Cross 
envelope. . · literature ·and be sur.e you are 
This procedure protects the a healthy, educated and eligible 
donor.Jarry Stearns commented donor. Make sure it's right for 
on the procedure by saying that, ,.you to give the gift of life. 
-, 
GORE 
(continued from page 3) 
rarpley also claimed that 
Eurpean leaders are adamandy 
against this treaty because it will 
leave them weak. He said many 
of them have been strongarmed 
by members of the Reagan staff 
into accepting the treaty. 
R.ose said the treaty has been 
seen as a positive force in 
Europe. 
many American corporations ·a<jded. 
are not fit to compete, said Gore. ·~· According to Gore, no one, 
"We need to invest in the including himself, can predict 
training of our workers," he the 1989 eco'noµijc_situation. 
Yer·, he said he would "always 
put the future of American 
people first." 
March 6 to April 23, 1988* 
. -BERMUDA 
COLLEGE WEEKS 
When you break aw~y this year, 
, do it with style. 
Your College Week in Bermuda is more than just 
· sun, sand and surf. 
Right from the first outrageous "College Bash" 
at Elbow Beach, it's a week of unrelenting pleasure. 
Spectacular seaside buffet luncheons. A calypso 
and limbo festival like none other. Smashing dance-
til-you-drop beach parties, featuring Bermuda's top 
rock, steel and calypso bands. Even a "Party Cruise'.' 
All compliments of the Bermuda Department 
of Tourism. 
Bermuda is all of this- and much, much more. 
It's touring the islan~ on our breezy mopeds. 
(Do remember to keep left!) 
It's jogging on quiet country roads-including 
an early morning 2-k "Fun Run" from Horseshoe 
Bay. It's exploring the treasures in our international 
shops, playing golf on eight great courses, and 
· tennis on over 100 island-wide courts. 
But most of all, it's the feeling you get on a tiny,. 
flower-bedecked island, separated from everywhere 
and -everything by 600 miles of sea. ~ 
This year, break away with style. See your Cam -
pus Travel Representative or Travel Agent for details. 
• College Weeks packages not available week of April IO-16. 
. REDMAN SPORT & TRAVEL 
208 West 260th Street · 
P.073ox 1322, Riverdale, NY 10471. 
1 (800) 237-7465 
VIKING WORID TRAVEL/ 
BERMUDA ACCOMMODATION SPECIAUS1S 
In N.Y State call collect: 
(212) 796-6646 
250 Main Street 
Reading, Mass. 01867 
( 617) 944-4446 
Outside Massachusetts call collect 
and ask for College Weeks. 
I 
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CIA 
(continued from page 1) 
,-----,HANUKKAH---
(continued _from page 5) 
nefore Dawson, with a great deal_ ish customs. 
of help also from .the students According to Gerard, the 
of the committees, the bakery, Purist Jews found that these 
and the dining hall staff. Hellenists had gone into their 
Schwarz was extremely temple and put aU types of 
pleased with the students' reac- religious Greek idols there. The 
tion to the celebration. He was Purists kicked the Hellenists 
really happy with the amount out of the temple, but found that 
of interest that the students there was only enough oil left 
displayed and said that it was to keep the temple lit for one 
a great oppurtunity for the night. 
students to become a part of the Yet, by some miracle it 
diverse community. burned for eight days. That is 
After the meal,a presentation the story of Hanukkah, Rabbi 
w~s given in the Oak'Room by Gerard explained, the failure 
Rabbi Jonathan Gerard of Tern- .·of the Purists to integrate 
pie Israe l in Dover. Rabbi Hellenism, the purification of 
Gerard began his speech with the Jewish society, a11id a cele-
ap explanation and the . history bration of the right to worship 
of Hanukkah. ' and live freely. 
He explained that the Menor- Rabbi Gerard also explained 
ah, which means "festivaLof about the dreidel. The four sided 
light", is a nine branched can- .top, which is used· as a game, 
delabrum used in the celebration has a Yiddush letter on each of 
of Hanukkah. ) t is used 'each the four sides. The four letters • 
night of the holiday, with an stand for the sentence, "A great 
additional candle lit for each miracle happened there." _ 
night, starting with one on the N iii Nimrod, a sophomore 
first night, two on the second, Israeli studept, explained that 
up until all eight on the eighth Hanukkah isn't a big deal in 
T hom Mond was one of nine students al:res_ted at Monday's C.I.A. protest. Police had to night. Israel. She-explained 
that Ha-There are nine candle spots, nukkah is simply a festival, a 
carry away.the civil disobedient. (Mark Hamilton photo) . Rabbi Gerard explained, because family event that is celebrated 
seperate office across the hall ,These institutions as well as the -to a variety of sources. . the one in the center, called the' with great desserts and fun 
from Career Planning and Place- University of Minnesota, Uni- Last spring, eleven students Shamash, is used each night to games. 
ment. Two university security versity of Colorado, and Bran- were charged with criminal light all of the other candles. Rosenfield said he would like 
- officers were stationed outside ·deis university have had CIA trespass when·they occupied the The reason for the lighting to thank Sabra Clarke and Steve 
the_ room and applicants were recruitment protests on their . Dea:n \ of Students Office' to of the eight qtndles is to com- Roderick of the SODU, Craig 
escorted over to· the r~om in campuses. protest the results of a sexual memorate a miracle that occured Sonis and Allison Cohen. 
turn. The number of demonstra - assault case. At .least two of · in 165 B . .C. At that tirn.e, Rabbi "I think that ·it's good to 
Matt Stewart, a senior app~ tors ranged from 25 to 40 · tho~e. arrested Mc:rnday also Gerard explain~1? there was a expose the student~, to _a differ-
lying for a job with the CIA y.,as . throughout· the day according pamcipated last spnng. ·, group of H~lle01st1~ people.who ent type of cul_ture, said fresh-
not obstructed by the demon_- · _ · . - ~ ___ .. . · ··-· ___ . . .. J!.._f?r_e re~elhog agamst the Jew-__ man Sue Benoit. 
·strators, but was .annoyed by the ,.,....._....,_.,.,_.._ .... , .................... ._.._.._ ........ ._ .... ...._,._.._.._ ............................................................ , .... , .... ._ ................ , ..... ,., 
no_ise duri,1;1g his interview. !'fe ~ . ~ .... . · · . _ . · , . ·. ~ 
.said that too much attent10n ~ · ' · .111111 
:,§:!~~;.:o~~~/s~:'!:~:~t :~:l , • ,. " "' , , ;j 
mtervie\v more. · ~ · . ~ 
"I can appreciate the argu- ~ . / ~ 
ment that if an -organization is ~ ~ 
· involved in illegal af tivities to ~ ~ 
. que~tion their right to recruit," ~ · 12· ~ 
said Brian Jackson, Assistant ~ f k ' · . .111111 
~i:~~~:~:t~1:~~,:~~~1gtt:~1 - J Jen insc·. , i 
a university should be "a special ~ , ·_ . . 0 _ llrt ~ 
place that we agree to dis- ~ ~ 
agtee ... strongly but not violent- = ·i! 
'ly.'\'dliketoseetheC!Acleaned ,! across C I 
up," said Karl Treen, a student ~ - lTQth . .111111 
demonstrator. Treen advised ;111111 ~-l.l ~ 
students to "learn about both ~ T'h ,: 
sides and then decide." "Patri- ~ e F I - ~ 
otism is only as _good as the ~ r ~ 
cause," he added. . ,: ' a11.k11·11 ~ 
Holmes said that some ofthe ~ ~ 
CIA applicants were nervous ~ ~ 
and other students reported that ~ .111111 · 
they w ere being badgered by the .111111 ~I========~ ~-
demonstrators. ~ ~ 
The universi~y syste~. ~olicy ~ J · 
manual recog01zes the- nghts ~ ~ 
of !ndividuals or group~ to ,: _.. _ _,,.r.-.w-..l'!lol!'!l.r.w--.--~--"-""--Jl\,jl-..-'-J!II.A,; ~ 
1g1~~f ~~~4f ij&i~~I " .. .,  · I· 
and disagreements do not v1- ~ w E D E L. · I VE R ~ 
o_Iate. the. freedoms of any other ! __ . . . . . . . . .· . -· .- . . . . . . . · ~ 
members of the University ~ · ~ -
community." · ~ ·i'@ 
. B_eing arreste? was es~e~tial ~ \. ·,:.. 
to t:he p rotest because it p a- ~ ~ -
rall'e ls t he se r iousness of the ~ · s M T · 0 t• 1 ·1 - ; 
i;_I:Je;,i:u:;~~~~·,s:J!!:i':~! . . un, On, _ue: · · pen Un I . a.m. i! 
the :_P,~?t~st. Accordmg to Mar- ~ ~ - . 
ke y, 1t 1s an em barras.sment ~ ~ · 
tha t the administration is al-~ W Th F S -·1 o· · · -- . · I.;. I 2 . . . ~ lowing,:heCIAto recrui t _Ot:l ! -, , ~, ' · a: , _.pen u·n I a.-m.. ~ 
campus. .· ~ ;.ii 
When several carloads of:..ii ,:·· 
students from Univers it y. of ~ ~ 
Massachusetts and Brown Col-~ ~ 
lege: arrived to join the protes- ~ . . . . . . ~ 
tors ~t 4: 15 p.m., the demon- ,: . _✓ · . • . _ : . · ·" · . · ~ 
stration had already e°:ded.~, ..... ~,~,,..,~, ..... ._ .. .._.._.._ .. .._.._.._.._ ...... , ........ ._~~,._,._,._...._,......_~, .... ~ ........ , ..... , ..... , .... ,,.,.j 
/ 
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Editorial 
Alternative information· 
There are two bills on the agenda bdore 
the Student Senate this Sunday to address 
the issue of C.I.A. recruitment on campus. 
One bill is good, one is bad. 
Those opposed to the proposal, most 
of whom abhor C.I.A. activities, see the -
bill symbolically eliminating a free choice 
to provide balanced information? If they
1 
did refuse such a reasonable request, then 
· the student body would be faced once again 
with the equally large issue of administrative 
narrow-mindedness. -
for students. · · · 
The bill to enact "a call for a removal 
of CJ.A. job interviewing on campus" is 
-flawed practically and symbolicafiy. , 
Practically, the Student Senate bilf has 
no teeth to it. It can only "call" for such 
a moratorium on C.I.A. recruitment. The 
decision not to allow the C.I.A on campus 
does not lie in the Student Senate, but rather 
with those who administer the Career 
. Plann~ng and Placement office. 
The second bill is aimed at insuring that 
a student's choice will be an informed one. 
The resolution is for the Career Planning 
and Placement office to provide alternative 
material about the organizatio,ns who recruit 
at UNH, not just the slick pamphlets 
suoplied by, for example, the C.I.A. 
By providing job-searching seniqrs with 
alternative information about the atrocities 
committed by the C.i.A., the consciousness 
of the campus will be raised, demonstrative 
opposition increased, and · the number of 
interviewees will dwindle away. 
Let'-s provide information, and riot 
eliminate choices, to make UNH infertile 
ground for the C.I.A . 
While the resolution is still just a strong 
recommendation to Career Planning and 
Placement, how could that office refus~ 
Jay Kumar, News Editor 
For your information: 
. . ) 
Over the last seven years. financial aid 
rose 20 percent, but the cost of college has 
risen 56 percent over the same period, 
according to a study reported in the 
December 2 issue of The .Chronicle of 
Higher Education. . . 
Aid to college students hit. a record high 
of $20.5 billion· in 1986-87, but when 
adjusted for inflation students actually lost 
6.1 percent, the article said. . 
The study showed that of the total aid 
available to st~dents, the federal govern-
ment share has decreased. In 198.0-81 
Washington had 83 percent of the financial 
aid pie, and last ye-ar the piece was shaved 
to 7 4 percent, the study said. 
Washington is giving fewer grants and more 
loa9s, a.ccording tothe article. Social security 
payments to collegestudents. wascompletely 
phased out in 1985-86. 
The report, Trends in Student Aid: 1980 
tp 1,987 is put out \ y the Co,ll~ge }loa-rd)n 
WUNHI 
To the Editor: 
There has been a lot of talk during 
the past year about increasing 
diversity at UNH. Ironically, some 
of our "student representatives" 
in the Senate are pushing to squelch 
the only diverse station on the radio 
dial. WUNH, licensed as an edu-
cational radio station, strives to 
provide a wide selection of musical 
genres, giving special attention to 
alternative programming that can-
not be heard on other stations. Some 
J:JNH senators believe that a Top 
40 show would fit well into this 
format. They ·supported their claim 
at last Sunday's Senate meeting with -
two arguments. 
The first is that since the students 
support the station through the . 
,Student Activity Fee, they should 
have the option to hear Top 40. It 
is true that each student contributes 
$6.80 to WUNH- but, how would 
this money be best spent? By 
playing the same forty songs that 
can be heard on many other Seacoast 
' stations? By bringing several mus- . 
ical alternatives to the University, 
it'~~WUNH fills a huge 
gap in the UN~ com!i}unitli_,~..:"'• . 
Secon~ly, this .group of senato~ 
believes that we could increase our 
l,istenership by programming in 
several hours of Top 40 each week 
This tactic actually would not 
increase listenership. Is it conceiv·-
a bl e that the average 
WERZ/WHEB listener would turn 
his or her dial all the way down to 
91.3 during those hours to hear the 
same music that can be heard on 
. ' 
The seven year period has·,, also seen_ a 
shift in the composit_ion of federal aid. Washington:· ·. · · ·• ·' · ' '.. .. .. 
these mainstream radio stations 
all the time? It is probable, however, 
that our current base of listeners 
would diminish significantly with · 
tbis change in format. Also, 
WUNH's local and national rep-
utation as a leading alternative radio 
station would be marred by the 
introduction of Top 40 music shows. 
WUNH is recognized as one of 
the top 20 college stations in the 
country. The station has gained this 
reputation through it's determi-
nation to consistently provide the 
best in alternative music. The 
cY.r;ent leadersh)p of WUNH is 
eqtiatly as determined to keep: the 
station's concept, and format, un-
changed. WUNH, along with all 
SAFC organizations, is clas!:iif ied 
as "student-run". Does this term 
remain descriptive if the student 
senate chooses to question our 
autonomy? 
Laura Trace, WUNH Gen. Manag. 
Lisa "Securo, music director 
Blood 
To the Editor 
As time approaches for the 
Durham Red Cross holiday blood 
drive, scheduled for Monday, De-
cember 7th through Friday, De-
cember 1-1 th at the Mub from 12 
noon to 5 p.m., Maurice Baldini, 
Aids Education Coordinator for the 
Red Cross Blood Servi<,:es, will be 
speaking to 3 student groups. . 
Baldini will stress the Red Cross 
policy and methods to protect 
donor, volunteer and recipient from 
contracting aids an,1 produce the · 
safest product possible. 
Before press time, Red Cross had 
already met with the fraternity 
system and will address the Stuaient 
Senate on Sunday, November 15th 
at 6 p.m. in room 212 McConnell 
Hall and on Monday, November 
16th, will speak to the Resident 
organization of IRO at 9 p.m. in 
the Senate Room of the Mub. 
These app~arances will be brief 
because of student schedules, but 
are meant to ease any fears and 
create more interest in donating. 
Following -the Yuletide holiday 
more contacts will be made to cover 
other segments of UNH. 
Jarry Stearns, Durham Chairper-
. son states that questions may be 
asked during or following the 
arranged time. Stearns also ex-
pressed thanks to Doctor Peter 
Patterson of Hood House for his 
suggestions and cooperation and 
to Kathleen Denzio of the Health 
center who made the necessary calls 
for their visits to help Red Cross 
show how much it cares about UNH 
and student concerns. · 
Jarry Stearns 
American Red Cross 
WUNH.11 
To the Editor 
Forcing WUNH to play top-40 
music because it's popular would 
be like forcing every English class 
to teach Stephen King. WUNH 
educates. Let's leave it alone. 
Brock Dethier 
English/WSBE 
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University Forum 
We are pretty -much , 
everything 
We are the inquisitive or,:_i.es; a thirst for knowledge, 
our nubile bodies ache to sample life's rich pageant. 
We are the bold ones; expecting all we survey and 
presumptuously casti'ng designs on that which, for 
now, we can only imagine. We fancy ourselves as 
we fashion our destiny but we are not so sophis-
ticated. We call ourselves students yet we are largely 
uninformed, simple as children, naive. We're envied 
our passion, oi+r vitality, and our desire and all the 
while we sit content, lulled into a false sense of 
security -- in this country, in this state, at this 
university. We are supposed to be the worldy ones, 
the exposed ones but we remain oblivious, unaffected 
by anything beyond our borders, living in a vacuum: 
a huge red, white, and blue Electrolux. We like to 
think of ourselves as free -- free spirits, free of 
constraints, of obligation, and of necessity -- the 
notion serves us well. How fr~e are we really when 
we are unable to enjoy bindsong or rainfall or 
whistling -- gradually becoming less sweet or lyrical 
or playful --- .because in these simple pleasures 
resound the sobs of all the mothers of allthe children 
killed in San Salvador. .. Dublin ... Soweto ... Addis 
Ababa. ( 
I a_m at once sad and enraged that it is our air 
By Ran_dy Spartichino 
that is tainted with the foul breath of injustice and 
our sunlight that f ilt~rs through the shroud of 
oppression -- manunkind -- and the shadow falls 
upon those of us who enjoy freedom and severely 
qualifies that freedom, just as this century's 
campaigns against life -- the Bolocaust, the 
proliferation of nuclear arms, Apartheid -- severely 
qualifies our personal hopes, dreams, and ambitions. 
We are the affect:ed ones; it is our sensibilities that 
are being offended; our world that is being soured 
for us. 
But 
we are the strong ones; we are solid like the weight 
of centuries; standing together looking to the starry 
sky peopled with our brothers and sisters: Mandela, 
Caldicott, Arias; the voices of good forever reminding· 
us of our destiny. We are the students and we know 
that only with attempts at communion and 
compassion and faith we can alter the lonely course 
we're on. We are the confident ones, we are vital 
with the belief that the farthest light is nearer than 
the nearest dark. 




By Phil Broder 
There seems to be an uproar in Snively Arena. 
On one side of the rink are the fans, the screaming 
masses of students and other supportei;s whose 
voices are raised in praise of their Wildcats. On 
the other side is women's hockey coach Russell 
J. McCurdy, Jr., a man whose hockey wisdomis 
evidenced by last year's North American champjon 
hockey team. In the middle (up in the air, in a manner 
of speaking) is the fish. , 
The fish that I throw (yes, I confess, Tm the 
obnoxious loudmouth who leads the screaming 
masses) is an .object of controversy. On the fans' 
side, the fish stands for all t.hat is right with UNH 
hockey. After all, the fish is representative of the 
first UNH goal. On Coach McCurdy' s side, the fish 
is the evil demon that plagues our hockey team. 
He recently proposed that we exorcise it. 
Coach McCurdy has several complaints about 
our fish. It delays the game, allowing the opponents 
to regroup?! I've never known a fish removal to 
take more than 45 seconds. By the time the team 
has skated around the fish once or twice, the coach 
has only a few seconds to outyell the · fans. _fish 
throwing destroys natur~·s creatures?! So how do 
you explain your Thanksgiving turkey? Our fish 
isn't even fit for the table -- it's a piece of junk 
that was unlucky enough to get caught. And I assure 
you, as a wildlife managemen,~ student, I'm the last 
person to kill an animal for an "entertainment 
spectacle." Hockey taboo?! Can you remember the 
Fifties, when an octopus so o·ften graced the ice 
of Olympia Stadium, home of the then-dynasty Red 
Wings? ,Have you never saluted a hat trick by lofting 
your cap on the ice? Have you ever even lived? And 
yes, Coach, fish throwing is indicative of the cultural 
state of New Hampshire's _flagship lrniversity. 
Remember, most students here consider culture 
to be a Monty _Python film, a qi.se of imported beer, 
and a box of snottties. The fish, like snotties, is 
unique to Durham, something that sets the 'Cats 
apart. .,, 
Finally, if the fish is the root of all hockey evil, 
why does everypne ·support it? The. only time the 
fans cheer louder than when the fish is thrown 
is when the opposing goalie is checked or when 
the referee gets hit by the puck. I've hea-rd of students 
from other schools coming to UNH games just 
to see if the fish stories they've heard are true. The 
University Police knows who has the fish, yet no 
fish thrower has ever been thrown out of Snively. 
They'd rather have one person throw the fish than 
have the whole crowd riot if one wasn't thrown. 
Most importantly, the team supports the fish. One 
coach told me, "Keep up what you' re doing. It really 
gets the crowd and team going. We love it." And · 
really, how long do you think it would take Rick 
Lambert and Mike Roth to convince me that fish-
throwing was bad? 
The final home game of the semester is December · 
5th, against those rogues from_ Roxbury, Hockey 
East rival Northeastern. Come early, sit behind 
the penalty- box, and support the Wildcats. 
Remember hockey etiquette: no obscene cheers, 
no throwing things on the ice, and no smoking in 
Snively Arena. The fish will be thrown, as is 
traditional and proper. Don't worry about Coach 
McCurdy. He's just jealous that nobody rhrows fish 
at his games. 
• Phil Broder is a sophomore Life Science and Agri-
culture major. 
=~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Looking to stir up a little 
mud? Create some controver-
sy? Do some hitting below the 
belt? The Forum Page is the 
place to do it! Write for Forum 
and inflict your. opinion upon 
others! 
F~~h~~~~~~~~~ 
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-Buy a printerwith your Macintosh and conserve paper. 
A Macintosh™ personal computer and an 
· r ···,,;•xrr:r"T-'.IJi -. ;~ lmageWriter™II prin!~r 
1 .. . . .. , .,.J .... 1 will save you hours of 
_ . time. Not to mention . 
"'
3 a_, gallons of correction fluid and 
, reaJl1S of a r. And, if OU hu , both now; the first ream 
of paper you'll save will have a lovely green glow with with a variety of finwcing options. We feel compelled to 
Presidents on it.So here's the deal: You'll save a bundle tell you, though, that a deal like this can't last forever: So 
of cash when you purchase an ImageWriter II printer it's a good idea to see your campus microcomputer cen'.' _ · 
along with your choice ofa Macintosh Plus or a · ter today. And join the paper conservation movement. 
Macintosh SE. Either way you TI be able to tum out beau- • · . 9® · · . . ·.. 1 _ 
tifully reparedpapers.Andwe'lleventrytohelpyou Thepowertobeyourbest.™ _ · "'-
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No DAT For USA 
This. Christmas 
By Jill Brady, Arthur Lizie 
and Robb York 
Atop his sleigh, Santa checked 
his list once again: A Cabbage 
Patch doll for Susie, a Robotron 
for Tommy, a CD player for 
Scott...a CD player? Well, Santa 
thought, why haven't we loaded 
up a DAT (Digital Audio Tape) 
machine for Scott? 
Irritable from too many hol-
iday season ail-nighters, Santa 
bellowed to his elves, "Guys, 
I told you to load up the DAT 
. machines for America. What's 
the deal?'' The elves nervously 
responded, "But Santa, we told 
you before, we can't load them 
up. They're illegal." '.'Illegal? 
How can tha,t be?" queried St. 
Nick. . 
Believe it or not Santa; DAT 
machines are illegal in America 
and will be for some time. On 
August 3rd a House Energy aad 
Commerce Subcommittee voted 
on RR. -1384, the Digjtal Audio 
Recorder Act of 1987, placing 
a one year ban on the machines. 
Thig.,i has effectively crushed any 
visions of DAT machines danc-
ing alongside sugar plums in 
the Yuletide minds of America's 
consumers for this holiday 
season. 
sound quality of the DAT is 
equal or better than that of the 
standard professional reel-to-
reel technology used by many 
musicians. · 
2) DATs are highly mobile. 
Because of the rotating head the 
machines will not skip or mis-
track while on the move in an 
automobile or out for a jog. Also, 
the size of the tapes themselves, 
slightly larger than half the size 
of a normal audio cassette, 
greatly enhances the- DA Ts 
mobility. 
3) The machines are quick. 
A full length tape can handle 
two hours of recorded material, 
played on one side like a· video 
cass€tte, which can be rewound 
in a mere forty seconds. A three 
minute song takes approximate-
. ly one second to rewind. Com-
pare this with the average · 
eternity it takes for a 90-minute 
cassette to rewind. 
Japanese manufacturer Ma-
'rantz was set to release their 
version of the system to Amer-
ica in October, but were pre-
empted by the Congressional 
ban. Their machine was set to 
carry a $1,300 price tag, with 
blank tapes going for $8-12 for 
the two hour format. Although 
most audio companies, such as 
JVC, Sony, Technics, and Casio, 
. had also planned to produce the 
chine is '"the most significant 
technological threat that the 
American mu~ic industry has 
ever faced." ' 
This case is similar · in nature 
to the threat which the film 
industry imagined a few years 
ago with the introduction of the 
video cassette recorder. Horror 
was-expressed at thoughts of 
copyright infringement and ; 
home taping. Now, the film 
industry , spurred on by the 
success of the home · video 
market, is stronger than ever. 
The recording industry's op-
position to the DAT manifests 
itself in two forms: 
1) The anti-taping chip. The 
recording industry, most notably 
CBS Records, wants a law saying 
that all DA Ts imported must 
include an ant i-taping chip, ' 
Copycode, in the logic system. 
As such, all pre-recorded mate-
rial will have. encoded in· it a 
message to the chip not to 
record the material. The process 
occurs when a cycle of the digital 
sound is purposefully left out. 
The chip senses this absence and 
the machine· shuts down, void-
ing any home recording. 
While the recording indus!ry 
says that the encoding does not 
damage . the sound quality of the 
original material, i.e. a CD, 
music critics who have tested 





OPEN FIRE It is the consumer who will 
suffer the most from the absence 
of Digital Audio Tape technol-
ogy, the cassette equivalent or 
the compact disc. The ·system 
is a Japanese invention which 
DAT machine for America, 
other com,panies such as Denon _ an appreciable sound loss, es- . ; . 
Technics' SV-D1000 Digital Audio Tape deck won't be in American stores this holiday season. 
(Jim Curry Asociates photo) 
uses a rotating head to store 
digital sound information, sim-
ilar in design to a video cassette 
recorder. Through this design, 
the machine offers .sound quality 
which equals or exceeds that of 
a CD player. Unlike a CD player, 
it can record as well as play back 
music, which. is its main advan-
tage for consumers. · 
Aside from inherent sound 
quality advantages the system 
holds for audiophiles ( there 
seems to be a lot of them lurking 
around .since the advent of the 
CD), the other selling points 
. of the system are three fold: 
1) Home musicians will be 
able to make crystal clear digitaL 
copies of their own music. This 
feature offers fledgling bands 
· and even established musicians 
the, opportunity to record quality 
material for less money in the 
privacy of their own home. ~he 
found the costs too prohibitive 
to commit to the product. 
· Hard and clever Congression-
al lobbying on the part of the 
· American recording industry 
is to blame for the American 
- absence of DAT. The main 
opponents of the DAT are_ the 
· Recording Industry Association 
· of America (RIAA), the people 
who award themselves with 
platinum and gold records, the 
Motion Picture Association of 
America (MPAA), the people 
who rate m,ovies, and the Lon-
don based International Fed-
_eration of Phonogram and Vi-
deogram Producers. 
pecially in the high end piano. 
2) A royalty tax on tapes. The 
recording industry feels that 
their $1.5 billion dollar loss 
would be greatly lessened if a 
$1.50 tax were levied on all 
blank tapes, both regular apd 
digital. This tax, to offset losses 
due to copyright infringement, 
would be funneled back to the 
major rec9rd labels who would 
distribute the wealth back to 
· their artists. · 
In addition, the industry feels 
that DAT home taping will kill . 
the golden goose, the CD. This 
fear is unfounded because the 
DAT and the CD are recorded 
at different speeds, making a 
direct digital CD-to-DAT taping 
impossible w·ithout some loss 
.in sound quality. 
On the other side of the fence ' 
The recording industry feels 
:chat the DAT will encourage 
even more people to hoine tape, 
a practice which they feel costs 
them· $1.5 billion a year. Jason 
Bergman, president of the 
RIAA, has stated· that the ma- ---~ T, page 18 
Open Fire ,perform tonight in The MUB Pub at 7:30. 
Admission is $2. 
By Arthur Lizie 
When most bands start out 
on the long road to success, or 
failure, they have no clear plans 
in mind for their 'future. They 
add a bit of this, a touch of that, 
and a lot -of who-knows-what 
and hope for the best. Not so 
with Open Fire. 
Open Fire, a· local band which 
has been together since 1984, 
states their musical objectives 
succinctly: "To sign with .a 
respectable record company and 
p_erform for as many people 
while entertaining with our 
music. It is hopeful that the band 
will be granted the opportunity 
to reach that goal." 
With that goal in mind the 
band, drummer Dan Duhamel, 
keyboardist Keith Gosselin, lead 
vocalist Troy MacPherson, and 
co-founders, bassist Mark Gag-
non and lead guitarist Gil Soucy, 
are prepared to play the MUB 
Pub tonight. 
The band played at UNH last 
Y~eal and are looking forward 
to tonight's show. "We had a 
great time at last year's show. 
The crowd was very enjoyable 
and ent_husiastic, one of our 
better crowds. We really enjoyed, 
playing to college students," says 
guitarist Soucy. 
Open Fire's music is a mix of 
original material and cover 
songs, including tracks from 
BonJovi,'Whitesnake, Billy Idol, 
and Bryan Adams. Both the 
covers and the originals hit hard, 
living up to their motto of 
"High energy rock & roll." 
Aside from playing gigs in 
the area, the band has been 
working diligently on producing • 
their first cassette for commer- . 
cial release, Dancing In The 
Moonlight. The cassette will be 
released on their own label, 
although the band has had a few. 
offers from ·some smaller record 
labels. They are holding out on 
the smaller labels, trying to 
hitch up with a bigger company. 
Says.drummer Duhamel, "If we 
stick with it, we'll make it 
someday." 
Whether or not they get a deal 
with a large label, the band still 
has fun. Assembling under 
influences as various as Randy 
Rhodes, Stevie Wonder, Neil 
Pert, and John Butcher Ax:is, the 
band feels that each member 
- offers certain qualites, both 
musically and emotio.nally, 
which make the band like a 
family. Says Soucy, "We work · 
well together and enjoy_ the 
music we play." 
In the future, maybe countless 
others will enjoy Open Fire's 
· music. For a sample of · the 
music, catch Open Fire tonight 
it the MUB Pub. They'll be on 
stage from 7: 30 until people 
leave, lots of music' for the very 
reasonable ticket price of $2. 
-




By Wally Dwyer 
Robbie Robertson's songw-
r'iting genius for The Band 
established him as one of rock's 
true legends. Unfortunately; he 
has been virtually unheard of 
or from in the last decade or so 
since The Band's extravagant 
Last Waltz concert/ film/ event. 
His new self titled album should 
put him back on top.of the music 
-·world where he seems comfor-
table. 
While Robertson presents an 
extremely inten:s~ing and list-
enable album, h~ does not do 
it alone. The first tfrack, "Broken 
Arrow," a eulo,·': to the late 
Band member R · '.; ·· ard Manuel, 
is an unex1:ected·· · __ , t enjoyable 
collaborat10n w h Peter Ga-
briel. While Robeeon does not 
have a classic singing voice, or 
what would even call good, it 
conveys a lot of emotion here. 
The listener feels the hurt as 
he cries through the pretty love 
song. 
When he is singing with Bono 
(U2 joins Rob~rtson for two . 
tracks, "Testimony" and "Sweet 
Fire Of Love") his attributes · 
are accented by the contrast 
rather than the flaws being 
1magnified as one might expect 
. when matched with such a 
powerful singer. In case you're 
wondering what the connection 
- is between all of these artists, 
it is Canadian Daniel Lanois, 
who co-produced this effort 
· with fellow Canadian Robert-
son. Among other projects; 
Lanois has had a hand in the 
pro'duction of Gabriel's Soand 
Birdy and U2's TheJoshua Tree 
and The Unforgettable Fire. 
Robertson teams up with the 
ever-more-popular BoDeans on 
"American Roulette," a pow-
~erful tribute to three troubled, 
not to mention dead stars,James 
Dean, Marilyn Monroe,a nd 
Elvis Presley. Sammy BoDeane 
goes it solo with Roboie,..,,as he 
drawls through "Somewhere 
Down The River," ari intrugui-g-
ing tune_ that pulls the listener 
deep into its story, becoming 
more captivating with each 
playing. " 
Some of th~ other enjoyable 
tunes are "Hell's Hal_f Acre" and 
the first ·single "Showdown At 
Big Sky." Uke the rest of the 
album, exclurling t.1e U2 and 
Gabriel tunes, tlit se ar,e ex-
tremely, well, }~merican. Instead 
of praisir:i-g the country, or 
cutting it down, Robeuson 
simply looks at what makes the 
country unique. 
Although one shouldn't ex-
pect any big hits from: this 
record, you can· count on some 
big things. When end-of-the-
year awards time comes around, 
this album is sure to garner a 
lot of attention. All of the 
individual elements that went 
into t_!ie production of this work 
hav eco~e together to form a 
cohesive masterpiece . Any 
praise Robbie Robertson gets 
is well deserved. 
Robbie Robertson (Chris Cuffaro photo) 
No DAT For USA ~ 
---------DAT---------
<cominued from page 17) 
is the consumer, represented 
by the Hoqie Recording Rights · eluding Stevie Wonder, winner the machine .isn't worth their 
Coalition, whose members in- of sixteen Grammys and one time to promote right now. 
elude <;:onsumers, musicians, and · Oscar; also hope to get the DAT "We do not want the consu-
companies such as Sears, Sony into the h\lnds of consumers. mer to be confused" is a com-
(y.rho just bought CBS, settiqg Says Wondh, "Ljke many con- mon cry heard from 'intimidated 
up' an interesting intercompany sumers, when I tape pre - manufacturing companies. By 
· conflict), Tandy, and Panasonic. recorded music, I s.elect songs preventing the consumer from 
The Consumers Federation of off a1bums I already own. These the' alleged confusiop, the com-
America and Consumers Union tapes are for my personal use panies are effectively prevent-
h_ave also piedged their support only and not for resale or any ing a full-scale education on 
in fighting restrictions on both commercial purpose. As with DA Ts. What the consumer 
~ homt. ;~cq~qi9g ~Q.d blank tape. the..convential tape recorder, doesn't, ~~j~}c<ln't hurt hii:r:1 <;>r_ 
:: These giotip§ feel that, s_ince I would like -to mak-e tapes for her. ·· 1, ~- ,. -'~ · 
•the ·technology" is .. av'ailable, it · my persqnal use,with the DAT On a more ' down-to-earth 
h . " level, the consu~er·s · lack of · should be offered to the tonsu- . · mac me .. · · " , _ 
·. mer.Their main ~is·k)s t0 .lobby · Although Stevie Wonder may knowledge may be -understood 
· Congress for favorab-le legis- kriow a thing or two about the due to the newness of the 
lation. · ·:'· · · DAT machine, an unscientific stibjeq, _tpe high technology 
Also fighting for the!)AT are survey of dmsumei;s aroun.d the., involv'.ed, and the coinciding 
some independent record labels. ., Durham area h'¾s shq,~~i unsub-: . wave of new ·vocabulary. lt may 
·Independent labels, including•: .. ··•,stahJial levels of /knowledge take more than--a few munutes 
Frontier and SST Records, have . concerning the . machine, al - t6 trnns'ti;iJe: frmn DAT-ese to 
two argu,ments ori their side, · though the situation does _sl;iow · underst,pidable-En:glish. 
'First, they think that the -DAT · •.-, potential,. Thelackof.kriowledgt\' ··'The vocbulary justification 
process wil~ allow them to make on ·the part of the consmner cari' · . holds true with. the majority of 
better rec;ords at a lower cost,· be justified if the present lack area people· ques~ioned on their 
something that the major labels of DA'fs in Ameri~a is taken fa~iliar.ity with the DAT. While 
would not be happy to see. into account. most people are aware of the 
Second, they are. outraged that The most ·recent issue of existence of the technology, 
they are not being included in "Compact.D,isc Buyer's Guide" most are not sc.1:'iooled in par-
the proposed distribution of the confronts the aesthetic question .• ticulars such as choice, expense, 
·wealth on the blank tape tax, "Why'arer).'t l)A Ts av_ailable fqr or the q~aljtative relation to the 
'. as if their artists are never hurt Christmas,-?''~ _'(he Congressional CD. · · · 
by copyright infringement. ban aside, the lack of consumer in reaction to a quick .sum-
In actct1t10n to rnctependent knowledge gives the indication mary of the DAT issue, those 
labels, many major artists, irt- that a lot of companies feel that unfamiliar with the technology 




By Jim Carroll 
Roy Buchanan is somewhat 
of a musical oddity. He is a· very 
good guita~1st, there is no doubt 
about that. He was once nearly 
a Rolling Stone, but for some 
reason or another never was. 
He was once the lead guitarist 
in Ronnie Hawkins' band, giv-
ing guitar lessons to the young 
bassist Robbie Robertson. He 
has been a pretty big name / 
among musicians since tqe la_te 
fifties . Why is his name so little 
known in general, then? 
His latest album Hot -Wires 
may well illustrate why he is not 
so well · known. Buchanan is 
technically brilliant. On a fast 
rocker he can let loose with the · 
best, and he 'even has a very 
distinct and' unique sound. But 
he is not a very good composer. 
Nor is he subtle. In fact tech-
nically he is brilliant, but artis-
tically he is mediocre. His music 
is the kind that fits very few . 
moods. Raunchy, violent, and 
funny are those moods, to be 
exact. 
The hack up band is not the 
problem. The band as a whole 
is tastefully spare, each musician 
· playing well. They all come from 
differem bands, coming togeth-
er for this album and for Buch-
anan's previous Alligator re-
lease Dancing on the Edge. 
Rhythm guitarist Donald Kin-
sey fronts his own band, The 
Kinsey Report, out of Gary, 
. Indiana, and is well known for 
having played. gu,itar with Bob-
Marley and the Wailers. Key-
boardist Stan Szelest is also an 
alumnus of the Ronnie Hawkins 
Band and now fronts his own 
group., Larry Exum .is a well 
kriown bassist around-Chicago 
and has been playirig in Jimmy 
Johnson's . band for years. 
· Drummer Morris Jennings used 
to play for Howlin' Wolf (say 
, no more). . . 
Also joining the band on th.is 
album areJohhny Sayles singing 
"25 Miles"· and "That Did It," 
and Kanik<:1. Kress singing . 
"These Arms of Mine." They 
· ai;:e Good singers. 
The band is not the ptoblen:i. 
felt that the DAT sounded like 
a decent· addition to the music 
world. Among those familiar 
with the machine, the mairi 
emphasis of their response was 
a question of the continuing 
existenc.e of free choice in 
America. 
The inclusion of the anti -
tapin\g chip put off some C<:>n-
. sumers from enthusiasm in the 
machine, ,yet others ,felt it a just 
idea_. Among the former group, 
sen.i:iment r~n that rec()rding 
in the home should be a private 
· matter. A breakthrough such · 
as the anti-taping chip was a 
discouraging thought. 
Ultimately, wh:ile-.realizing 
th.at DAT withholding exists 
in part from consumer confu-
sion, most consumers queried 
were infuriated at th~. lack of 
knowledge available. The major 
question was "Why does the 
DAT not have a fair shot on the 
open market?" Consumers in-
formed of the sitmation were 
very strong in their feelings, 
wanting anQ exp~cting to be 
heard. 
· Concerned consumers can be 
heard i~ three. ways. First, they 
can contact the Home Record-
ing Rights -Coalition for more 
The problerh is Buchanan·s 
lack of subtlety and the l<}ck of 
flexibility in his sound. The 
most obvious example of this 
is the cover of Otis Redding' s 
classic "These Arms of Mine." 
Kress gives a good readin_g of 
this slow, aching blues, but 
Buchanan just can't play it right. 
The sound of his guitar is too 
trebly and stiff, and the result 
is that the song falls flat. 
Imagine that Off Bill Wyman's 
a_Jbum Willie and the Poor Boys 
Jimmy Page plays a much more 
,tasteful guitar solo than Buch-
anan does here. While Page may 
.- be a_ great player, he is not 
·always known fot; his good taste. 
Another example is the in-
strumental "High Wire:" A kind 
of heavy metal ~lues number, 
this tune features an ,awkward 
recurring melody, a_s stiff as a 
new_ pair bf levis, which is 
unfortunately played with the 
classic Buchanan screach. -Some-
th i_ng . smoother and more :me-
lodic would have been more 
appropriate. . 
But if "One's mood calls for the 
ram,i:-hy and cooking, some of 
the tracks on this album can 
· deliver. "Country Boogie" is just 
such a tune, providing Buchanan 
with an opportunity to show his 
stuff, and show his stuff he does. 
His pla:Ying craves a fast rocking 
instrumental, and for this album 
this is it. A good tune for 
inq:easing the blood pressure. 
Another good tune is the slow · 
blues "The Blues Lover." Buch-
anan's singing isn't much more 
than a mutter, but if u1 good 
mutter. He even lets Kinsey 
~have a guitar solo and then takes 
o1f 'into space hims.elf. Vefy 
· convincing. 
If you're a die-hard guitar fan,. 
ready to defend the instrument 
at all cost, buy this ~lbum. Other 
Buchanan outings are more 
tasteful, :allowing for more well 
rounded affd . subtle music, but 
this album is characterized by 
heavy handedne.ss and an un-
even list of songs. Roy Buchanan 
, can be very fun, and with this 
album he_ occasionally cooks, but 
I really can't recommend it. To 
kill an Otis Redding song is a 
sin. (,.;. · 
- information.C:ontact-the HRRC ,_--
at PO Box 33576, 1145 19th St. , 
NW, Washington D.C. 20033 
(Tel. (800)-282-TAPE) . 
Second, they can be heard by 
calling or writing Congresspeo-
ple-: Although · neither New 
Hampshire Congressman is on: 
the committee voting on the 
DAT bill, either one would 
undoubtedly be mote than hap-
py to receive a note ;ibout DA Ts 
· from thei.r constituents. 
Third, let CBS Records, the 
leaders in the -anti-taping chip 
movement, know by inail or 
telephone the consumers' view 
on their actions . . Write CBS 
Records at 51 West 52nd St., 
New York, NY '10019 (Tel 
(212) -975-8616). 
The above actions are sure 
to prove effec'tive at least in 
expression . of point. With 
enough combined determina-
tion some significant changes 
may come about. Next _year 
instead of writing to Santa with 
your wish list, try writing your 
local Congressman for that new 
DAT machin_e. Maybe you, 
Scott, and countless otiher peo-
ple around the country will find 
a DAT machine under the 
Christmas tree next -year. 
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Fast, Fun, & Furious LP Short IakeS 
The Leaving Traifls: Eric Stringer, Sam Merrick, Bruce Gunnell, and Falling James (Bruce ~ 
, -
Kalberg photo) 
By Arthm Lizie 
TMA - Beach Party , 
2000/(Jimboco/I.LA.)· -Tom 
(bass/~1ocals), Al (drums), and 
Wattage (gu'itar/vocals),· cer-
tainly have improved. TMA 
used to be typical, mundane 
hardcore, but now they' re a fun, . 
dancy sm£/ slam, hand. , Tunes -
like ."What Happened-To You" · 
hit hard and could give the early 
Ramones a run for their money. 
Over a full album of fourteen 
sligh.tly over-produced songs, 
the,1 h--ighlight. being "Only 
Time". wi.th a blazing solo, the 
intensity never lets up. A plea-
sant surprise. 
of the tide aside, this is one of 
the best albums of the year. 
With an often harmonically 
convoluted guitar, a solid-
rhythm section, and tight, __  
band any number of other 
similar bands-is the biting guitar 
at the apes of the s·ound. It is, 
apparent that The Reivers may 
have spent_one too many night~ 
;-
Flesh? What happened to the 
old flesh? Anyways, you have 
either heard Flesh For Lulu the 
last couple of years on progres-
sive radio or heard "I Go Crazy," 
included here, when you went 
to see Some Kind Of Wonderful, 
so you should all know what to , 
expect from this record. You'll 
be graded as you leave the 
listening area. All the tunes are 
dancy, especially "Siamese 
Twist," with cutting guitar and 
whiny vocals leading the attack. 
It's very reminiscent of recent_ 
Psychedelic Furs work, and quite 
homogerieous. 
Defenestration - Dali Does 
Windo·wsl(Relativity) - The 
most remarkable features about 
. this -band ai:etheir name, which 
· means "the •throwing of a per-
sqn or a thing out a window," 
and thejr clever album title . 
After that nothing stands out. 
They play progressive rock. 
They have good .songs. They . 
have two guitars, a bassist, a 
drummer and a vocalist. They 
come from-Norman, OK. It's 
-listenable, neither offensive nor , 
allu,ring, but there's nothing to 
grab onto. 
Age Of Chance - "One Thou-
sand Years Of Trouble,/(Virgin 
Records)_ - First look at this . 
Various Artists - Dogs In 
Space/(Atlantic Records) - The 
highlight to this_heavily Aus-
tralian soundtrack is the solo 
work of INXS' vocalist Michael 
Hutchence. On four songs here, 
including the interesting rec-
·itation "The Gre.en Dragon," 
Hutchence rocks harder than 
he ever did with the band, 
expecially on the title track, a 
cover song. The rest of the 
record is an uneven rehash of 
lat,e· seventies .familiar (Iggy 
·Pop, Brian Eno, Gang Of Four) 
and unfamiliar · (The Marching 
Defenestration: Joe Kollman, Tyson Meade, Sean Haffner,, and Page Royce 
· Girls, Primitive Calculators). 
Maybe the movie will someday 
find its way to our humble are.a. 
Divine Horseman - Snake 
Handler/(SST Records) - Sure. 
You got your X and you got your 
Divine' J:Iors~qi<rn, each led by 
a female lead singer -acompan-
ied/ supported/upstaged by a 
male vocalist. The male singer 
in question for the Divine 
Hor-semen, Chri-s D., ex-
Flesheaters; is the star of this 
intense, country tinged passion 
play. The give and take of the 
male/ feinale ·vocal res pons es 
is wonderful mind candy, espe-
cially on "So111eone Like You." 
"What Is Red" fabulously 
throbs. Only_.complaint about 
an otherwise enjoyable record 
is that ·some of the songs go :011 
for tob06-loo<;>ong~ -
-The 1Lea v0i ng Trains 7 
Fuck/ (SST Records) - R9!i-t~cs, 
thought provoking lyrics, The . 
Leaving Trains mix a mid-
sixties garage feel with mid-
eighties pop sensibilities to give 
an idea of what The Who would · 
probably sound like if they were 
just starting today. These are 
live, three dimensional songs 
that don't lie flat on the grooves, 
but juinp out thrnugh the speak-
ers into the room, into the head, 
teasing the mind: "Te'mporal 
Slut" is bombastically fun, Iggy's 
"The Horse Song" is dancy fun, 
and "(I Don't Know) What (I'm , 
J?oing Here)" is bouncy fun. 
Fun, fun, fun. "W-hat The Pres-
ident Meant To Say," clocking 
in at 9:22, _drags a bit, but can .. 
be fdrgiven. As the French say, 
"Incroyable." 
The Reivers - Satur---
dayl(Capitol Records) p This 
band used to be Zeitgeist, bl:(lt 
had to change their.name be-
cause, incredibly, som~one else 
already -had .that name. Saturday 
is . Don Dixon produced - tune..! 
fol, enjoyable; "American" rock 
listening -to old Television re-
cords. "Electra," "Baby/' and 
"What Am J Doing" are the 
most noteworthy trac1-::s. 
Flesh For Lulu - Long Live 
The New Flesh/(Capitol Re-
cords.) - Lon·g Live The New 
Th~-- ~iffer_en.cebe'twee~ ·this - ThttSoup, Drago~s 
(Amy Tjmmons photo) 
record and someone might say, 
"Oh no, I thought Sigue Sigue 
Sputnik went-out with the hula 
hoop. ~hy is someone copyiµg 
-them." First listen and someone 
might say, "So this is what Holly 
Johnson is doing now that · 
_ Frankie Goes to Hollywood ha~ 
broken up." Further looks and 
listens reveal an overly .calcu-
lated but interesting fusion of 
Motown, rap, metal, and white 
noise. The best tune is "Take 
This Cruch Co.llision," an ex-
tensive audio workout, quite 
similar to the ending of BAD' s 
"Medicine Show.". It creatively 
appropriates (wouldn't Oliver 
North be proud of that word?) 
· melodies from Stevie Wonder's 
"Living For The (::ity." The only 
downside of the record is when 
the baq:d tries straight rap on 
"Take It!" 
Whodini- Open Se-
samel(Arista Records) - Fol-
lowing the lead ofThe Bestie 
Boys and Run-D.M.C., Whodini 
have toughened _ t_heir sound, 
varying a bit from their usual 
formula. It works. They rap and 
rock harder, especially on tracks 
like "Rock You Again (Again 
& Again)." The James-Brown 
tribute 'Tm Def (Jump Back and 
Kiss Myself)" can't possibly live ; 
up to its title, but it does please, 
please, please. 
R y C o o d e r - G e .t 
Rhythm/ (Warner Brothers Re-
cords) - Every few y·ears this· 
critter ri-ses from the swamps 
- and presents the world with an 
.amazing p-latter of downhome 
goodness. This is one of those 
years. Get Rhythm makes you 
feel good, like spending time 
gobfing off with old friends. It's 
loose and easy as it wanders the 
melodic trail to guitar solo 
heaven. Standout tracks are the 
Johnny Cash penned title t_une, 
which features a playful accor-
d-ian, a homey rendition of 
Chuck Berry's "13 ~Questiop 
Method," and "Across The 
Border Line," which features 
Harry Dean Stanton on vocals .. 
(It'~ a record, you can't tell if 
Harry's playing the part of an 
unshaven mi~guided fa,ther). 
Esseptial listening 
The Soup Dr~gons - Hang -
Ten! / (Sire Records) - How 
come these guys aren't blaring 
from every radio across the 
nation? This compilation of The 
Soup Dragons' British singles 
shows why they have not yet 
failed to go to number one or 
two on the UK indie charts with 
every release. The Scottish 
quartet creates driving, tuneful 
pop songs,. reminiscent of the 
hallowed Undertones. If there 
were any justice in the music 
wbrld these guys-would have 
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1 ID. Youth Hostel Pesses and 
EURAIL Passes issued on 
the SPoU . . 
ca·11 tor FREE CIEE 








·1, • Copies _ 
---.I . • Pas.5port Photos 
• Self-~etv~ Typewriters 
• Oversize Copies 
• Binding 
~ • Floppy Disks 
, ; - -~ S~tionery. · -:•' · ~'-liinfiO•s· 
51 Main Street 
Durham, NH · 03824 
(603)868-6322 
/ 
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. Very Special Gifts for Those· 
Very Spe~ial People· .•. 
· .. Now At Very Special Prices. 
. Ban~'°,; Olufsen Automatic Turntable. 
banish design, simpie operation. (RX-2) ...... $199 
Bang & Olufs~n Linear Tracking 
Turntable. (TX-2) ...... : .................................... $279 
Boston ·Acoustics Compact Speakers. • 
The best value on the market. _ . 
(A40) ................................................. , ........... pr. $129 
Boston Acoustics Bookshelf Speakers. 
(A60) ............................................................. pr; $189 
Boston Acoustics Floor-Standing 
Spea~ers. (A100) .................................. pr. $349 
Boston Acoustics Car Speakers. 
(704) ..................................................... .. » ....... pr'. $59 
Celestion Bookshelf Speakers 
with unique titanium tweeters. . 
(DL4) ............................................................ pr. $289 
(DL6) ..................................... ,, ..................... pr. $379 
KLH Clock Radio. High 
quality clock radio. Dual alarms. (100) ..... $149 
KLH StereQ Clock Radio. High . 
•· fidelity sound. (200) ........................................ $249 
.. , Yamaha Receiver with 37 w/ch. video 
· . , switching for use in audio-video system. 
' '(300) ................ '. ...... .-............. , ............................. :.$249 
(\\k • 
~ -\ 
Nakamichi Cassette Deck with . 
Dolby NR. Our best-seller. (BX-100) ....... $299 Denon High Performance 
Nakamichi CD Player. CD Player. 4x oversampling, remote, 
.(OMS-2) ......................... : .................................... $479 programmable (OCD-800) ............... $349 
Nakamichi Stasis Receiver. Denon CD Player With Remote. · 
(SR-2A) ................................ .' ............................... $399 . (DCD-600) .......................................................... $269 
- - -- ~ 
~ - - , , ~ ¥ 
~ " - /D...PiNE ~ ,.s 
..U,,.w - <> .,..., <> -liR.i> 
~ "" - ... . 
-~' .,,:~'" ' ... . 
Alpine Theft-Proof car Cassette , 
Receiver with 16 w/ch, Dolby. (7283) ... $349 . 
Alpine High-Power Cassette· . . . . . . 
Receiver. (7256) ............................................ $289 
Carver CD Player with Digital Tirpe 
Leos circuitry for improved CO sound. 
(DTL-50) ............................................ .. ................ $349 
Denon Receiver. 30 watt/channel, 
(DRA-?5) ................. ; .................... ; ...................... $249 
Denon Receiver. 55 watt/channel, 
(DRA-55) .................... ___ .................... $349 
Denon Cassette Deck. 2-head 
with remote. (DR-M14HX) ............ _. ........ $299 
Stax Professional Quality Headphones. 
Must be heard to be believed! 
(SR-84) .................................. ___ ..... $189 
.-~-~~ 
Aiwa Portable Stereo w;th , i;,,,:·:,~ 
AM/FM, dual cassettes. (CA-w35) ...... S99 Whistler Mini~ture Radar Detector. 
Aiwa Cassette Personal Stereo. High performance, super-compact ........... $229 
(HSG-350) .... : ............................................ · ............ $59 
Aiwa AM/FM Cassette Personal . 
Stereo. (HST-360) ................... ......................... $99 
~ 
ADS Bookshelf Speakers. 
· PAGE TWENTY-ONE 
NEC 20" Monitor TV with cable capable 
· tuner, MTS stereo sound, remote. · 
"(2006) : ..... : ..... ____ ........................... $419 
NEC 26" Stereo Monitor TV. 
(2606) ........................................ _ ....... : ............... , .. $599 
NEC VHS VCR With HQ. 
(906) ___ .............. .-....... : ....................... $279 
------------::, \ . . . 
, ' ' 
~ ,, ).~ ....... 
Mitsubistli VHS VCR with HQ & V-Scan 
for sharp picture. Programmable, 
remote. (348) ..................... ____ ........ $299 
Mitsubishi 35" Monitor TV. 
(3512) ......................................... _ $2,799 
Mitsubishi 45" Big-Screen TV. 
(463) ............................. . $3,299 
Kenwood 4-Head VHS HiFi VCR. 
Fantastic machine - great for A-V 
systems (937) ............ , ... _____ $699 
Kenwood 28" Monitor TV. 
(2026) ..................................... ; ............................. $7 49 
Yamaha Remote Control Receiver. Beautiful European styling. One of ou'r . Kenwood car Cassette Receiver. 
Auto-reverse, FM NR, digital tuning. . 50 w/ch.(500) ............................... : .................... $369 
Yamaha CD Players. · 
-~g~~~5~~~~~:~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~: 
NASHUA 
520 Amherst Street 
880-7300 
SOUTH NASHUA 
· Pheasant Lane Mall 
·888-79bo 
Proton Stereo Monitor TVs. 
The best pictures in the business. 
19" (619) ........... , ................................................ $599 
25" (625) ...................... .... ............................... .... $899 
NEWINGTON 
Fox Run Mall 
431-9700 
MANCHESTER 
Mall of N~H. 
627-4600 
~~--- a~-L:fl ..... , MastetCard ~ 
best sellers. (L570s) ............................... pr. $399 
ADS Tower Speakers. (L690s) ...... pr. $479 (2000A) ............................................................... $199 
ADS 2-Way Car ·Sp~akers. , 
(300i) ............................................................ pr. $229 
Kenwood Theft-Proof Cassette 
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Not responsible for typographical errors. 
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FREAKER PATROL 
Somanic ~u~_ctuation · 
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by Dominic Anaya and Josh Black · 
W'') ~~ ~ -
~·"' .l -::,(c,,:t' ~O\,( • .\,.._:: 
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· by Dean Elder 
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UriiVerSf Comics 
,MAIN STREET 
... Stt;/\} TC?DAY5 5rR1P 
JN THE Al£W 1-lAmPSHIRE] 
YEll/-11 8v1. .• H fY ~ 
wHo IM. E -rHoSE 
6UY5? THn').E NOT 
:Tl-\E: BU StH, 8~ai1lERS! 
{ 
~11·'1 
Y[AH H WHERE" ARE 
RAOul AND LE. Sf ER.? 
I. DUNNO I But UJltO 
ARE THoSE TW o 
()ozos'!! 
HE~ w A 1t!! THFY 
So Rt of o . u 
I , HA, E:. 
. MO.Nt>AYS! 
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THE F_AR SIDE By _GARY LARSON _ Rubes® By Leigh Rubin , 
©198! Universal Press s)'!'dicate or'~ 
SKLNK 
Scene from "Never Cry Cow" 
How animals carry th~lr young. 
..... -
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♦ ' ♦ 
BASIC 
.SELF DEFENSE · 
Monday December 7th, . 1987 
Hillsborough-Sullivan Rm. 6-9 p.m. 
. I 
Instructed by Greg Lazarus 4th Degree Black Belt 
and . 
Gayle Lazarus 3rd Degree Black Belt 
UNHALUMNI 
Free for Students, $2 for Non-students 
. Wear sweats and sneakers and bring student 1.0. 
Sponsored by: Health and Huma~ Services Committee 
of the Student Senate 
SHARPP 
the Health Education Center and Student L1fe 
. ♦ ♦ 
i *FREE LEGAL SERVICES¥- i 
♦ ♦ 
. ♦ ♦ 
: LANDLORD PROBLEMS? DWI?. : 
♦ ' ♦ 
: TRAFFIC VIOLATION·? OTHER LEGAi P~OBLEMS? ♦., 
♦ . 
♦ ♦ 
♦ : ♦ ATTORNEYS t 
i CRAIG F. EVANS AND ROBERT MlffELHOZER ! 
♦ . ~ . ♦ 
♦ . Have been retained to provide· leg-al service and ♦ 
• . . . · ♦ 




: ¥ FREE OF CHARGE ~ : 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
: OFFICE AND TELEPHONE CONSULTATION _ : 1• ♦ ♦ ♦ 
: ROOM 130 MUB STUDENT SENATE OFFICE . : 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
: Call: 862-1712 : 
. ♦ ♦ 
: . or stop by_: TUE_SDAY 10-1 P,~. 7-8:·~0 P.M. : 
•♦ WEDNESDAY 7-8:30 ♦ . ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
: THURSDAY 1-5:00 P.M. : 
♦ ♦ 
: This service is provided by the Stud_ent $.eµate : 
♦ through the Student Activity-Fee. ♦ 
♦ ' ♦ . 
' ♦ • . 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ 
♦ ,. , ♦ 
♦ ' \ .. ~ l_,., ·.,', ·•··.·~·•-· ♦ " 
···········•·~--•···· .. ···········--······ ~ ..... , ................. , ............................................. *******************************************  . . . -~ 
. ;,. ECTION OF ~ * / * ~ * * 
INCOMING i ! · - J 











1 Prelude 51 
· 1 Prelude 51 5 





I I . . Rt. 16 Dover Point Ro , 




~ * * 
~ * * ~ • * 
~ * * i ! . i 
ii Bill Gaildall' s . : 
~ * . . )- . . * 
~ * . . * 
I iPersonal experiences! 
~ ·Jf- : I l * Ii inNicargaua i 
~: * , 
~ * . ' : 
P in 1926-1928 l 
~· * ! : : 
~· * !: : 
~ * * 
i1 c · ah · h 1 i ome an · ear o:w ! 
i thewarbegan! J 
* * * ·* * * * ·* * . ·*  . . ' . ·  * . . ' . ·* 
~- , i~~-1!**************************************: 
/ 
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Available ·immediately. Must see! Call now 
Female Roommate Needed to share a · 868-1781. 
house on 16 Young Drive, Spacious living 
accommodations! Call Patty at 868-5457. 
CLOER WOMAN (NON-SMOKER) TO 
SHARE TWO BEDROOM NEWMARKET 
APARTMENT WITH NON-TRADJTIONAL 
STUDENT. NEWLY RENOVATED. LOW 
UTILITIES. OFF-STREET PARKING. ON 
KARIVAN ROUTE. $200 PER MbNTH 
Plus -UTILITIES. CALL 659-2737 even-
ings. 
· NEWMARKET, Professional Male graduate 
stuqent look-ing for same, 25 plus,_ non 
smoker, to share five room apartment, wood 
heat, washer/ dryer, $275.00. 659-6143 
leave message. 
For Rent, TwoBedroom APARTMENT in 
Rochester. Fenced rard, garage, hardwoo_d 
floors. $550 monthly includes heat/hot 
water. 431-7947 evenings/weekends. 
Lee, room available in 4 bedroom duplex. 
2 woodstoves, spaci'ous, Call 659-6341, 
leave name, number and best time to call. 
Room, $185/mo., 3/Bdrm. remod1ed_ Apt. 
10 minutes from UNH, in Dover. 743-4122 
Nights, 868-5558 days, ask for Jan or Chris 
Fun· 4th roommate wanted for -.furnished 
Strafford Manor 'c.ipartment. Call nowl 868-
3681. 
Davis Court Apt. Space Open. One room-
mate needed. Spring semester. $215/mo. 
Fireplace, porch, furnished. Call now 868-
5940. 
Ho;usemate (non-smoker) wanted to share 
large Dover house with 3 people. Starting 
_ 1 /16/88. Large bedroom. 2 bathrooms, 
2 refrigerators. $150/month ' plus heat a~d 
electric. Lease through 9 / 1 / 88 and se-
curi'!Y- Qn kari-van route. Call Scott 7 49-
223B. 
Dover Apartment available for Spring 
Semester. $200/month, near Kari-van, only 
5 miles to UNH, need to rent, call anytime, 
ask for Tracy. 742-5901. 
Come see The Hamilton College Buffers 
and The St. Lawrence Saints. Saturday, 
Dec.5 Strafford room, MUB 8:00 p.m. 
TiGkets on sale now. 
MENI MENl MEN! Come see · the New 
Hampshire Notables and their guests sing. 
Dec.5, Saturday. 8:00 p.m. Strafford Room, 
. MUB. Make plans today. 
Great singing- Dec.5.- The NH Notables 
present a Winter's Evening Concert. Their 
guests will be the Hamilton College Buffers 
and: the St. Lawrence Saints. Get your 
cheap tickets today at the MUB Ticket 
Office. 
1980 CHEVY MALIBU CLASSl9, 95,000 
miles - FAIR CONDITION. $900 Call Kate 
- 868-2721. 
Government Surplus. Uniform Pants & 
shirts $2.00, uniform jackets $6.00, Cam-
oflage $18.00', Fatigues, Parkas, Flyers 
Jackets, Field Jackets, Boots, Sleeping-
bags, Camping equipment, Paint, Chairs, 
Lamps, etc Rte. 4 Northwood, Friday -
Monday 10-5, 942-5378. · · 
1977 BUICK SKYLARK - S - Good school 
transportation, reliable car, only $150, will 
negotiate. Call Mark 868-3709. 
1980 Datsun 210, working condition, $800 
or best offer. Call 749-5702. 
The good, the rad and the gnarly! Good 
size 12.5 Dynastar boots: $20. Rad Coyote 
RD Giant Slalom Skis With Matker MMR 
bindings, length 200; $95. Gnarly Scott 
poles:free with skis. Prescott at 862-_ 
4426/27. 
1987 Toyota Corolla Sedan, white, 5-speed, 
14,000 miles, rust proofing, rear defog, 
AM/FM cassette, like newi $800{).,.,659-
5769 . .'. 
Dmham- Walking distance tb clas·ses,. - CO'MPUTER, KAYPRO 11 /83 CP /M; in-
Apartment with 3 other roommates~ own dudes all instruction manuals and software 
bedroom. For 2nd semester. Available Jan. for Perfect Writer, Wordstar, M-El·asic, 
1. Call ASAP 868-3014. Perfect Filer, Perfect Cale, Profit Plan, Per-
One room available in 3 bedroom apart- feet Speller, 'The Word,' S-Basic Comp'iler. 
ment. Newmarket. 4 miles from campus, $375. Campus 3384 or 778-1399. 
convenient to Kari-van. $176.00 per month. NOW AVAi LAB LE; Dependable iranspor-
Furnished except for bedroom. CaU 659.- tali.on. 1983 Chevy Citation. 51,400 miles. 
2400, after 6:00 p.m. · V-6, PB, PS, 5 speeci standard shift, capable 
Room, $185/mo. 3/bdrm. remod12Ied Apt. of 30 mpg, maintenance records aaila':>le, 
10 minutes from UNH, in Dover. 743-4122 asking $2000. To be seen or road tested 
nigh!s, 868-5558 days. Ask for Jan or Chris. ·call Paul Lester at 749-0543 evenings. 
2 roommates needed Semester II. Young 
Drive $990.00/semester. Male/female call 
868.-3016. 
Students looking for female roommate for 
S
1
pring Semester. 4 bedroom condo in 
Dover. Room and Board exchanged f.br 
light house upkeeping. Great deal; if 
interested Call 7 49-2101 evenings. 
One Roommate wanted for Newmarket 4 
bedroom apartment. Male o-r F,emale, 
$175.00/mo. & heat and electric. No 
smoking, please. K-van accessible (no 
parking) Contact Marla, Joanie or Gary 
at 65~-7073 Anytime. 
Double Room available in gorgeous New-
Market Condominium. Furnished. Female, 
non-smokers preferred. Kari-Van. $250.00 
per person Call Jean 659-3183. 
Must Sub-lease fully furnished room, 
· located in Durham, for Spring semestl:lr. 
Contact Heather (C4) 868-9883 or Judy 
868-2192 Desperate!! 
Female Roommate wanted tO share two 
bedroom apartment with other female . 
Newly renovated, convenient Portsmouth 
location. 431-7093 anytime, feave mes-
sage. 
- Spend your next semester on the BEACH! 
Roommate wanted for 4 bedroom house 
on North Hampton. Private bedroom with 
loft and attaching 3/ 4 b-ath. Incredible 
,. ocean view- Must see!! $200 a month plus 
1 / 4.,utilities. Available immediately. Call 
964°6972· 
AKC R~gistered Golden Retriever- 22 
months old- female, spayed, all shots. 
Moving and would like her to go to a good 
home, preferably with plenty of room to 
run, hunt, etc .... $375. Call Karen at 862-
1520 days or 7 49-3253 eveniogs. 
$75 one way ticket to Chicago- December 
16. 868-3386 !;lizabeth. 
FLY TO HAWAII NON-STOP/ONE WAY. 
NEW YORK- HONOLULU bEC.10 $250. 
CALL 862-2149 or 207-439°4873. 
For Sale: Thomas upright piano. Walnut 
finish. Approx. 25 years old. $500. Call 742-
7836 after 5:00 p.m. 
Peavey Vintage Amp. 4 1 0 inch speakers. 
Powerful 120 watts. Great sound. Exe. cond. 
$225. 862-4391 eves. 
Cross Country Skis - Almost new Down 
hill Ski- Both size 8 boot with bindings & 
• poles - phorfe-868-2123 
For Sale: Radio Control Model Aircraft 
GREAT PLANES PT-40 TRAINER WITH 
O.S. 25FSR AND FUTABA FP~ T5LK 5 
CHANNEL RADIO. EXCELLENT SHAPE 
(NEVER CRASHED) $160.00 COMPLETE: 
ENYA 60 4-CYCLE WITH TEWST STAND, 
BREAK-IN RUNS ONLY, MINT CONDI-
TION, $140.00; GOLDBERG ANNIVER-
SAYR EDITION CUB, 80% COMPLE:TE, 
$45.00; MCDANl!:L NI-STARTER GLO 
IGNITER, $10.00; SULLIVAN HI-TORK 
STARTER, $25.00; MISC. ACCESSORIES, 
B/0; CALL BETWEEI\I _5 AND 8 P.M. (603) 
65.9-5029, (D\JRHAtv), NH). 
GREAT part-time opportunity to GAIN 
EXPERIENCE while marketing FORTUNE 
500 Companies' products on campus! 
FLEXIBLE hours! References given. Call 
1 ~800-243-2786 
Helper for handicapped person. $6 an hour. 
- No experience necessary. Hours negot-
iable. Easy work. Great boss. Ca ll Dan at 
692-4764. evenings. 
Overseas jobs ... Summer, ·year round. 
Europe, South America, Australia, Asia. 
All Fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free 
information. Write IJC, P.O. Box 52-NHb1, 
Coronal DEL Mar, CA 92625 . 
Resumes - Written and Word processed 
by Professional Writer. From $10. Ca ll 
RESOURCES -- 742-0005. 
Sales ,Representative - KINKO'S, the 
nationally renowned leader in the academic 
copy field is now offering a sales position 
to outgoing, energetic a_chievers. Territory 
is limited to UNH and does not require a 
car or extensive travel. Knowledge of 
Campus a must. If you enjoy helping people 
we can offer a challening position - with 
an attractive commission scale. We are 
GREAT COPIE's ' - GREAT PEOPLt:. 51 
Main St., Durham. 868-6322. 
CASH. CASH. CASH. DISTRIBUTE FLY-
ERS TO SEAC0AST HOMES AND BUSI-
NESSES. OWN TRANSPORTATION -
WALKING SHOES - FRIENDLY. CALL 
·APPLE PAINTING & RESTORATION -
PORTSMOUTH. 4,31-4669. Leave mes-
sage. 
Need Cash??? dig uut those old basebal 
cards or other sports cards. I am interestec 
in old and new, sets and singles. Call Ra> 
868-6095 
GRAo'UATION TICKETS NEEDED, Will pa> 
$$$. ,Call Steve 868-2982. "'. 
Babysitter with car needed for childcarE 
in my home. Dependable and loving 
Afterrn:ions, some mornings. S_alary / hour~ 
negotiable. Call 659-5779. 
GRADUATION TICKETS f'JEEDED. Will pay 
$$$. Call Steve 868-2982. 
Part -time housekeeper wanted. In Bar-
rington.' $5.50/hr. ,FleXible hours. Fo1 
information Call Caryn. Days - 433-4557 
Evenings - 664-5395. · 
C .. '.':.: ... '.':.:':·.,·, LOSL&tdlii\:; ._:;_;_:  .. _,_:;_'._-_:_._-_:;_:_,_-:_;_:_:_,:_:_'._;:•-;_,_._,_._._:_._:.r_:_,_:_:_;_1 - , ... -...... ,.,.,,.,.,.\,.,., ............................ -... ,:::,:::,:::,,,,,,,-,,,, I 
TRACY DICKSON - I found your wallet -
call Andy,at 868-3756 if I'm not there leave 
· your phone number. 
Tuesday night my jacket, keys: and wallet 
were accidently taken from Nicks·. Please 
return to Nicks. No questions asked. .. _, . 
·C::~~·, 
Mortar Board's December general mem-
bership meeting will be held on Sunday, 
December 6th at 8:00 p.m. in McConnell 
314 . Let's guarantee next semester gets 
off to a great start. 
There will be a meeting of the Model UN 
Organization this Sunday, Dec. 6 at 4 p.m. 
in Horton 201/. If you cannot attend, notify 
Wendy at 868-7565 or you will be dropped 
. from the delegation list. 
Comm mute Forum Wed. Dec. 9th 4-6 p.m. 
Carroll Belknap Rm. MUB 
Sick of school? Tired of 'ourham? THINK 
SPRING BREAK! THINK CANCUN, MEX-
ICO OR THE. BAHAMAS! Make plans now 
for Jour spring b.re.ak trip to the sunny 
tropics!!! Trip packages start at $279. For 
info call Roberta, 868-3214. 
CHRISTMAS CRAFT FAIR, 5 LITTLEHALE 
RD, DURHAM, SAT. DEC. 5, 9-5. Follow 
signs tr. Mad~fY Rd. DOOR PRIZES. 
The Career Planning ao.Q Placement Office 
needs a logo. Enter yo't~Jp~o-Q~sign and 
win $25.0011 See your artwork displayed 
·on flyers and paste.rs i;!II over campus. 
. Submit design by December 18, 1987 to 
the Career Planning & Placement Office, 
203 Huddleston Hall. 
ADOPTION - Loving, professional, white 
couple desire to adopt newborn. All medical 
and legal expenses paid. Confidential. Call 
collect (617) 747~5322. 
Adoption: Loving couple, physician and 
psychologist wishes to adopt newborn. 
Warm family, opportunities! Expenses paid 
Legal, confidential. Call Ellie collect 212-
724-7942. 
BOOK RETURN: Students, please pick up 
any remaining course books for the fall 
semester. Book returns in progress. -
University Bookstore. · 
Stanford University professor and wife. 
Happily married for many years. Anxious 
to adopt newborn infant. Personal meeting 
welcome. Lawful and proper pregnancy 
related expenses paid. Couple approved 
by California adoption authorities in ad-
vance of placement. State sup1ervised 
adoption procedures. Please call collect 
Terri and Michael Fayer (41 fr) 328-8723. 
T(l all Health Studies and other interested 
buffs. The first organizational UNH Hea_lth 
Journal meeting_ will be held Tues, Dec. 
8, 1987 in the Grafton Room of the t;,·,-UB. 
To become UNH's first and foremost 
journal, be a part of it. 
SKI, SKI, SKI, SKI, SKI, Here's your last 
chance to ski before the final crunch! The 
UNH SKI CLUB is offering a day trip to 
, LOON MT. on Sat. DEC. 5 - only $34. The 
bus leaves from the Burger King Parking 
lot at 6:30 - Walk on sp.ot available Any? 
Call -868-7597 . 
-SKI, SKI, SKI, SKI, SKI, Here's .your last 
chance. to ski before the final crunch! The 
U~H SKI CLUB is offering a day trip to 
LOON MT. on Sat. Dec. 5 - only $34. The 
bus leaves from the Burger King Parking 
lot at 6:30 - Walk on spot available. Any? . 
Call 868-7597 
SKI, SKI, SKI, SKI, SKI, Here's your last 
chance to ski before the final crunch! The 
UNH SKI CLUB is offering a day trip to 
LOON MT. on Sat. DEC. 5 - only $34. The 
bus leaves from the Burger King Parking 
lot at 6:30 - Walk oil s_pot available. Any? 
Call 868-7597 
1987 BEYOND WAR AWARD Honors the 
Peace Corps' live via sat<ellite from San 
Francisco.to the Little Hbr: school on Dec. 
6th at 4:30 p.m-:-- For morl:l info. Contact 
Judith Roberts 868-7073 or S,h-eldon 
Wheeler 7 49°6873. 
JEANNE SIMON, wife of presidential 
candidate Paul Simon, TUESDA_Y 4:30, 
MUS-Sullivan Room!!! 
JEANNE SIMON, wife of -Presidential 
candidate Paul Simon, TUESDAY 2:30, 
MUS-Sullivan Room!! 
JEANNE SIMON, wife of Presidential 
candidate Paul Simon, TUESDAY 2:30, 
MUS-Sullivan Room!! 
Take intere~µ Jeanne Simon Tuesday in 
the MUB! 2:io~.m., Sullivan Room! 
Take intere'st! J~-an e Simon Tuesday in 
the MUB! 2:30 p.m., >I ·van Room! 
Take interest! Jea~:~n Tuesday in 
the MUB! 2:30 p.m., Sullivan ~oom! 
Get in the holiday spirit... 9th annual STOKE 
HALL WREATH LIGHTING CEREMONY 
Sunday, Decemb~r 6 at 8 p.m.! 
STOKE 9th ANNUAL WREATH LIGHTING 
CEREMONY Sunday December 6 at 8 p.m. 
Come join the fun!! 
It's that time again ... STOKE 9th ANNUAi:.: 
WREATH LIGHTING Cl=REMONY-Sunday 
De'c. 6, 8 p.m. ·Food, usic and more! 
Have a lease or other legal ques,tions? 
Come ask aMorney Bob Mifflehozer at the 
Cominufer Forum. Wednesday 12/9/87 
4:Q0-6;00 in .the Carrol Room in the MUS . . 
Commuter Senator Applications ar.e how 
available for next sefiTlester. Pick one up 
in the Senate office Rm. 13Q MUS· . : 
PAGE TWENTY-FIVE 
The data bases at SCHOLAR MATCH 
INTITUTE are stuffed with financial aid 
sources to assist you in continwing your 
ed1Jcation. Call (603)659-2995 today. 
NEED MORE MONEY FOR COLLEGE? -
Of qiurse you do, and who doesn't? SCHO-
.LAR MATCH INSTITUTE can help. C~II 
us-at (603)659-2995 today. 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE IS EVERYWHERE, 
.if you know where to look. SCHOLAR 
MATCH INSTITUTE can help. Call 
(603)659-2995 today. 
WANT TO GO AWAY FOR f ,PRING 
BREAK? CANCUN, FLORIDA, BERMUDA 
OR THE BAHAMAS! CALL TRICIA AT 868-
1121. 
Tei all Health Studies and other interested 
buffs. The first organizational UNH ,Health 
Journal meeting will be held Tuesday, Dec. 
8, 1987 in the Grafto-n Room of the MUB. 
· To become UNH's first and foremost 
journal, be a part of it. · 
Resumes-Written and Word processed by 
professional writer. From $10. Call RE- , 
SOURCES -- 742-0005. 
Part-time housekeeper winted. In Bar-
rington. $q.50/hr. Flexible hours. For .· 
information _call Caryn days- 433-4557. 
Evenings- 664-5395. 
For all your T-Shirt needs SEE ELI AT 
Kappa Sigma or Call 868-9637. 
Skate Sharpening at Durham Bike for $3 
Bartending Course - Learn a valuable skill · 
for fun or profit. Prepare for a good paying 
part-time or vacati.6n job. Get hands on . 
professional training behind an actual bar, 
with lots of practice time. It's easy and fun . 
our way. -ce'rtificates Awarded. Sch'oor is 
licensed and is on UNH Kari-Van rd'ufe. 
Visitors welcome. Evening classes. Call 
or write for Free brochure. Master Bartening 
school, 84 Main' St., Newmarket, NH Tel. 
659-3718. 
Guitar Lessons - Study with a G.I.T. Grad. 
Improvisational concepts, technique, e,fr 
training, chords, harmony and theor.y, all _ · 
styles. Call 749-4780. 
-
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Happy 21st birthday Dee' Chr-istine can 
now retire and Mike L. will be your friend 
for life. Hope the emeralds are flowing in, 
otherwise I'll never. hear the end of it. Put 
on your black party pants and party-boots 
and we'll hit the town. We all love you. 
Congratulations_ Love A3, Strafford, Red-
Towers, K2 and Rosemary. 
• LOU- Thanx for the ride back to UNH- much 
appreciated! I hope 5 dollars is enough 
'tor lunch' Good luck on your finals. See 
ya at Nic:ks-ha,ha. Alissa and .Suellen. 
Deanna, Thanx for being such an awesone 
roommate-your new 'du'.looks great! Love, 
your Roomie 
ASH- Thanks for the trim, can I cut yours 
next? Who's your buddy who's your pal? 
There is a need for advertisements to 
positively promote choices for men and 
women; to show them other ways to be in 
the world other than the stereotypical roles 
depicted in ads. 
Janice - Just thought I'd let you know how 
psyched I am about us - guess who 
C-3 Christmas capital of the world is· ready 
for everyone. Come one, come all. Admis-
·sion is free! 
Sarah, Beth, Sue- you WONDERFUL Chi.ldren o_f Chi-O: We've had enough of 
sisters- I'm just as psyched to be your your 6 am singing. Consideration of others 
roomie. It'll be great' Love Kerry. musn't be one of your sorority virtues. , 
Advertisemer;its that depict women as sex He·y Dunny, How.about that haircut turning 
objects contribute to an atmosphere that Marnie to the scoop. Too bad you snuck 
condones rape. out before anyone could see you.- Fogs 
. and Deb 
Hey Hitchcock 2nd and 3rd- Hope we all --- - - - -------
get some_ swell dates tor Saturday nite' To "Bill" in Hitchcock~ Thanls for lighting 
(Disten, maybe you'll get a crunchy') up my Friday nite . Who's the devils 
advocate? 
J P.M.- It's about time we talked. It 's great . · . 
having you back as a friend. Love ya, Ace. Two Enterprising Young Men seeking 
· Double Date with the two sensual maidens 
Bob- I found your coat! 868-3681 from 223 Fairchild. A night of wining and 
Want to learn ba~ic self defense? Go to dining. Casual attire, we'll pick you up 
the Hillsborough-Sullivan rm. on Monday, Dec.8th Tue. 7:30 p.m. sharp. 
December 7th. The 3 hour program be9ins COUNTACH ... r-ball ... cheap shots . 
at 6 pm: Wear sneakers and sweats! See computer phones ... kiss ... which "they"? 
you.there! ... wonderful/awesome Dunkin's . 
Mr. Bartender- AKA Lee the Cassette parking next door ... back to 14 ... piano 
Clepto- I went all the way to New Guinea b a_ r s c o r p i o n 
to find you some Gucci shoes- no luck, l:xJ.Ms.Je:J/rdtTg..reds.D'.~/exarrs..53'.) 
a whipp~d cream drawing of a turkey will a.m .... no "d" ... Lite ... COUNTACH. What 
have to do. You never said what happened unfaithful fun. coocaless. 
aHer you cleared the tables out of the room Darci., we met at Mardi Graph in-Denver. 
with the view. Stephi Lis .P.S. are you ever I would like to talk to you. TAYO. (406)-
on the other side of the bar? 721 -8928. 
Jen, you're the best big sister! Thanks for __ B_O_W_M_A_N_--Y~o-u-li-g-ht_u_p_m_y_l_ife ___ l w_a_n_t -yo- u! 
everyth ,ng. Love ya, Lynn - Don't forget our future engagement. You're 
Hey, Weasel--thanks.for that birthday stuff. the balls. 
If you're extra nice to .me I' ll try and fi nd -Lo_v_e-ly_R_a_n-da_l_l L_a_d_y_m_e_t -at_T_h_u-rs-d-ay_r_a-id, 
yo_u a Haring if I get to San Francisco. - HAD a Blast! Evident when my memory 
The Graphic H.P. was gone. SORRY, Desperate]y seeking 
forgiveness. · 
My name is Caesar and I need a 
home. '. . my fa_mily is moving to 
Australia and I can't go. I'm _a great 
companion, gatn.? player, watch-dog 
and mascot: Pl~ase give me a chance......_ 
to c,ontinue to live ... call 862-4246 
and ask for Joanne. 
Mountain biking. quickly becollling a fad 
By Matt Jenson 
The latest transportation 
craze in the United States, 
especially on college campuses, 
has certainly been mountain 
bikes. Three years ago, only the 
hard core cyclists knew what 
these beasts were' and now you'd 
be lucky if you saw less than five 
of them in the cours~ of a day. 
For those of you who are a 
little slow or just plain unob-
servant, a short description of 
what a mountain bike is would 
b~ of help. They are ~nalogous 
to those heavy duty 4x4 pickup 
trucks with huge tires that are 
made for blasting through the 
woods ... only the engine is a little 
different. 
They have 15-18 gears, h~avy 
duty frames, and big, knobby 
tires,, all of which ar,e d~signed 
to help you ease through the 
toughest terrain. And of course, 
with such easy gearing- and 
comfort, they are ideal for 
zipping from place to place, 
running errands, or anything 
else you desire to do. 
But since when, after deveJ-. 
oping any machine for trans-
portation, has inan just stopped 
there? Let's beef those machines 
up and race them! Mountain · 
-biking i-s no exception to this 
age-:old trend and as a matter 
of fact it ,has turned into some-
thing of a cult with absolutely 
wild colors and wild prices. (Yes, 
• it is possible to spend an entire 
semester's tuition on a bike). 
Last Sunday, November 22, 
was the first mountain bike race 
in a series this year sponsored 
by the UNH cycling team in 
cooperation with the Durham 
Bike Shop. The races are held 
at Kingman farm in Madbury 
and are free of charge. 
Last week, about 20 compet-
itors showed up despite the 
freezing cold. "What else is 
there to do on a Sunday in 
November," quipped Durham 
Bike Shop owner Mike Farrell. 
"It's too told to do anything 
else." Farrell donated tn'e prizes 
for the tnp finishers. · 
The course was about two 
miles through the woods on 
double and single tract trails 
with mud holes and log obsta-
cles. The advanced riders rode 
three J~ps while the not-so-
advanced rode two. 
--- ----HOCKEY-------
to a team that had only scored 
two in that period over its six 
~ames prior to Tuesday's meet-
ing. 
"We played such ari emotion-
al series over the weekend that 
it was difficult to come back so 
quickly," b \Con·nor said. "Of 
the 18 players we skated against 
Brown, nine were freshmen. 
That's no excuse, but a more 
mature team would've handled 
it better." 
The Wildpts were also miss-
ing Steve Harrier . ( 5 goals) 
which didn't help the offensi:. 
The 'Cats scored all three goals 
in the second period with 
Winnes getting one and assist-
ing on the others.· , 
"There aren't many games 
w~'ll win this year if we're only 
scoring three goals a game," 
O'Connor said. "At times, we 
played as effectively as we have 
all se-ason. We had some gteat 
chances." 
(continued from page 28) 
LaZ'aro, who scored his first 
goal of the season in the game, 
thinks the 'Cats took the Bruins 
too .lightly. "It was a -combina-
tion of us being too loose, 
thinking we'd walk all over' 
Brown," he said. "We felt in 
control when we got the quick 
goals in the second period ( to 
make it 3-1 UNH), but then 
they got two quick goals in the 
third tO tie it and we felt nervous 
thinking about losing the 
game." 
With just under six minutes 
remaining, Brown scored the 
game winner, with Szturm in 
an impossible situation sur-
rounded by three uncovered 
opponents. 
Well, we now know it is in 
the Wildcats to · hold some 
weight against the top teams, 
let's just hope the effort doesn't 
appear sporadically. 
"We'll need the same effort 
agains~ Northeastern, they are . 
one of the best teams in the 
country," O'Conn0r said. "They 
are a veteran team ·and they've 
got the best goaltending in the • 
East. We're going to work hard 
for every opportunity." 
******** NOTES : Winnes is a bit 
surprised with his quick start. 
"I thought I'd just be battling 
for a spot on the team," he said. 
"So-far ev_erything has gone real 
w~ll and I really didn't plan on 
it." ... Freshman defenseman 
Kevin Dean has been picked to 
play with the United States 
National Junior team that will 
be playirrg in Moscow. Dean will 
be absent from the Wildcats 
December 19 through January 
5, missing the -Yale Tourna-
ment. O'Connor had coached 
with the team in 1982-83 and 
1983.c84. 
Men's hockey vs. Northeastern, 
7pm .at Snively 
Firs.t-time rider Jon Spence 
commented that it was great fuq. 
and nothing to be intimidated 
about. Chris Kemp fought hard 
with trees, holes and a few spills 
t-o bring up the rear in the· 
advanced r_ace and explained, 
"It's -a different athletic frontier_ 
that you gotta tackle and right / 
now it is tackling me." 
Brian White, the third-place 
finisher in the advanced race 
came to the brilliant conclusion 
that, "Mountain biking is strik~ 
ingly similar to alpine skiing, 
in that you have .to pick a line 
to follow · and then react to 
.various -obstacles as you ride that . 
line.-" 
In the not-so-advanced race, 
the winner was Farrell~ followed 
by Brett Murray and Phil Fug-
awa in the second. and third 
position~. In the ad:vanced race, 
Tom Martin took first place 
easily and was followed by 
Emanuel Betz and White. 
The point of mountain bike 
pcing is to have fun and par-
ticipation is stroRgly recom-
mended no matter what sex, 
year, or ability you are. Because 
it is a lap race, spectators can 
watch the race develop and 
observe riders as they attempt 
to conquer certain obstacles. 
· The next race is scheduled for 
Saturday, December 5th. For all 
the details, contact the recrea-
tional sports office at the field 
house and watch for notices on 
various campus bulletin boards .. 
---MEN' SHOOP---
(continued from page 28) 
mained tight: ~ . 
For UNH an up-tempo style 
is something new, and it 
showed. "In the past we slowed 
down the ball and passed it 
around," said Wildcat guard 
Tommy Hammer prior to' the 
game. "This year we're getting 
it down quick and putting the 
pressure on the other team." 
URI, on the other hand, was 
a veteran·of the method: The 
press and up~beat was basic. 
With 3,01 gone in _th~ fir~~-p~H 
they seemed to put it all in gear. 
At this point Mergin Sina took 
advantage of a teammate miss 
to add two points to his ow·n · 
stats, and in the process give 
his team a 5-4 lead. They never 
looked back . extending this lead 
to as many as 13, 20-7 before 
the first-half whistle blew. 
The c;mly real scare the Wild-
cats put into URI came late in 
this first half. UNH clawed back 
into the contest cutting the 13-
poin t deficit to 4 after Derek 
Counts (15 points) nailed 2 of 
his perfect 11 first-half free 
throws. · · 
The se~ond 20 .r;ninutes ·be--:-
longed to URI as they extin-
guished·any'hop'es of a complete · 
Wildcat comeback. The .Ram's 
_ 11-point advantage soa·red to 
28 before UNH knew what had 
hit them. By the 15:45 markof 
the second half the 'Cats were 
calling their third time-out of 
the game and staring at a 65-
3 7 dismantling. _ 
Many as peers . of the game 
could have been pointed to as 
the reason for the UNH falter-
ing. There were several times 
during the game in which the 
b, ·t just wouldn't fall for Friel' s 
men. Their rebounding was 
weak throughout. Even early 
attempts at the free-throw line 
went for not for the Durham 
club (with the exception· of 
Counts 11-11). 
The major reason for the loss 
though had to -be the plain 
superiority of the Ram ballclub. 
URI is in a much more compet-
itive conference and it showed 
in Tuesday's duel. 
The road doesn't get much 
easier for the Wildcats in the 
next week. Boston College, 
Harvard, and UMass are all in 
the team's near future, Harvard 
being Durham'$. next _visitors. 
The Harvard Crimson take on 
. the Wildcats Saturday-aft:ernoon 
with tap-off set for, 3 :00 at ' 
Lundholm. · · ·. -
..J 
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Gauvin 's battles extend far: beyond the pool 
, By Kathy Daly 
Perched precariously on her 
toes with her arms out for 
balance, she readies herself for 
the dive. Her back to the au-
dience, ~he appears still yet feels 
herself ·shaking. She thinks to 
herself, "I can do this. Just do 
it." 
Before she has time to con-
vince herself not to dive, her 
· legs bend, the board springs, 
and into the1 air she goes. In the 
seco'nd that follows, she will 
have twisted and turned a few 
times, whipped heF blonde pony 
tail around and around and 
sliced the ·water head first to 
complete her dive. 
Pam Gauvin, 19, of Nashua, 
a University of New Hampshit;e 
swimmer and diver, not only 
overcomes the fear of springing 
off the one and three meter 
. diving board several times. a day, 
she overcomes the fear of hav-
ing Cystic Fibrosis, the most 
common fatal genetic d-isease 
Diver/swimmer Pain Gauviri has fought more than the 
of caucasians according to 
Science magazine. One person 
in twenty is a carrier of the 
Cystic Fibrosis gene. The disease 
occurs whenever a child inherits 
two copies of the genes, one 
from each parent. 
The disease, which afflicts 
about one in 1800 white people 
according to Science, develops 
as a bacterial lung infection that 
persists throughout life. Mucus 
is secreted that dogs the airways 
of the lungs and leads to the 
breakdown of the walls of the 
airways. . 
According to the magazine, 
the median age for survival has 
gone from 5 years qld in the late 
1950's to about 21 years old 
today. . · 
"If I don't think about it (the 
disease), I'm fine . Maybe I 
ignore it too much," said Gau-
vin, a sophomore political 
science major. "I don ' t want 
people to think I have an 
imperfection and I want them 
to know it's not contagious." . 
According to Gauvin, who 
. considers herself pretty healthy 
otherwise, the scariest. part of 
knowing of her sickness is that 
someday she might lose her 
competit~ve edge. She fears not 
. being.able to keep up. 
'Tm so competitive," said 
-Gauvin, ·who fininshed among 
the top 20 in the 100 meter 
backstroke at last year's New 
England Championships. "It's 
bad to know something could 
slow me down." · 
;The determination she exhib-
its is what leads this competitor 
to success in• and out of the pool. 
"Pam's determination is the 
key to her success," diving coach 
Amy· Ayers said. "She expects 
the best from herself." 
"She'll take a risk even if she's · 
not feeling great," continued · 
Ayers, who is in her first year 
· of coaching at UNH. "She's very 
coachable." 
Another aspect of Gauvin 
which makes her unique is that 
she competes as both a swimmer 
and a diver. These different 
sports require separate practice 
times daily. 
Swimming, as described by 
first year head swimming coach 
Brenda Skelley, is monotonous 
and gruelling, where as preci-
sion and skill describe diving. . 
\ "Swimming is physically 
draining and diving is mentally 
taxing," Skelley said. 
"I could never choose between 
the two sports," Gauvin said. 
'. 'It's good I can do them both." 
Gauvin-dives for one.and one-
. half hours and swims for two 
hours each day with the team. 
'Tm much more disciplined 
during the season," said Gauvin 
who considers swimming to be 
second .nature . '. 'I've never 
stopped swimming for more 
than .a month.!' 
Gauvin uses the intense swim-
_ming as therapy for her Cystic 
Fibrosis. The aerobic activity 
increases her lung capacity 
which helps her to breathe 
easier by clearing the congestion 
in her lungs: Gauvin takes daily 
doses of medication which fights 
her scratchy throat and coughs 
to prevent a sickness more . 
severe, such as pneumonia, from 
occuring which could lead to 
hospitalization. 
Although she has always 
considered swimming to _be fun, 
knowing the ·practices.help her · 
physical condition: gives her a 
better attitude. 
"She's always there and never 
· complains/' Skelley said. "She's 
v·ery responsible and always 
smiiing." • 
Two people, according to 
· Gauv.in, have supported her 
throµghout her !ife, her mother 
and Nashua YMCA coach Greg 
Derderian. 
.Of he-r ni.om, Gauvin, the 
youngest of four children, said, 
. "She really likes to support me. 
She's almost always at the 
poo.~side. I really appreciate 
her. 
Gauvin, who competed in the 
1980 AAU Junior Olympics for 
diving, continued, ''The YMCA 
was my second home. He (Der- . 
derian) is the only head coach 
I had before UNH. He knew 
what I was capa_ble of better thah 
I did." 
At UNH, Gauvin . is looking · 
• to continue improving her back-
stroke as well, as adding depth 
to her diving repertoire. 
'Td like to get more depth 
on the three-meter board," she 
said. "Amy (Ayers) has inspired 
me to learn more optionals." 
"She is willing to overcome 
fear and take r isks," a,dded ..., · 
Ayers. · 
'Tve learned not to stand on 
the board and think about it," 
Gauvin said. 0'0n my first try 
I ju~t hope to make it. On the 
second dive., I try to jump a little . 
ft's only on the last dive that 
I think about pointing my toes." 
"She is a. very hard wo-rker," 1 
said Ayers. "As a coach, she is 
great to work with because she 
is a willing and capable person 
and athlete." · 
Gauvin's willingness to ~dmit 
mistakes and her ability to 
over~o:rtre fears, "-ccording to 
Ayers, gives this woman a 
medtal disposition strong 
enough to face an uncerfain 
· future. 
~s~~osition to_hecome ·as determined and competitive-as she •-· ------------WOMEN'S HOOP-- -----------
Both basketball teams were in action last 
night as the women's hoop team beat the 
Huskies of Connecticut, 61-47, and the men 
suffered a defeat to the Eagles of Boston 
College, 92-59. 
junior center Kris Kinney (above) scored 
her __ lQ00th·point_at 8:12 of the first half and 
·to_tailed .2~ in the gam_e. Kare~ Pinkos added 
. nine points ... T.he, .wome'fl _impro.ve_t! their mark 
to 2-0 while, the men continue to look for their 
first win as they fell to 0-3. 
The forward position displays 
UNH's versatility and expe-
rience vividly. Three seniors, 
Michelle Altobello, Beth Curran, 
and Belanger, will all be counted 
upon heavily this season. In 
three years, Altobello has av-
eraged a steady 6.9 points and 
four rebounds per game. Be-
langer, who was third on the 
team in rebounding last season, 
. is a reliable player. Curran is 
the team's M.L. Carr, the inspi-
rator. She played in every game 
last season, eventually working 
herself into a starting job. Her / 
1987-88 campaign has gotten 
off to a slow start because of a 
bothersome ankle. 
Juniors Carolyn Keaveny (for-
ward) and Beth Lilore (guard) 
· haven't seen· t00 much playing 
time, but this season could 
change that. Keaveny grabbed 
five rebounds in the win over 
URI. Lilore is recuperating from 
a serious back injury, and when 
· she gets into ballgames, shows 
her hustle and determination. 
Sophomores Shelley Fitz 
(guard) and .Deb Doi;sch .(for:: 
ward) could both make signif-
icant contributions to this year's 
team. Dorsch averaged 5.2 
po'ints per game last season, 
while being named the Seaboard 
Conference's Rookie-of-the,; 
Week twice. Fitz, a .walk-on last 
season, added depth and court 
awareness to the guard position. 
A key element the Wildcats 
·were lacking last year was their . 
. inability to outrebound the other 
teams, a deficiency that left 
(continued from page 28) 
them last in the conference in 
. this department. "We definitely 
have to improve our rebound-
ing," · said Belanger. "Coach 
Sanborn has been going through 
tons _of drills with us, trying -to . 
make us anticipate a little 
better." The drills, though 
premature, may have helped as 
the 'Cats outrebg,unded the 
Rams in their win. 
"We all discussed it early on," 
said Sanborn. "We' re going to 
at least improve on our rebound-
ing this season. It's all antic-
ipation and being in the right 
place at the right time. W,e're 
going to need second and third 
efforts." 
There are t'wo freshman 
guards who could have an. im-
pact this season. Jennifer Casey, 
a 5-foot, 6-inch ballhandler from 
Deerfield, Illinois, is · a· penetra-
tor with good court sense. Julie 
Donlon, who averaged a whop-
ping 3 5 points per game in her 
senior year in high school, could 
see some valuable playing time 
this season as well. 
"They need more expe -
rience," said Belanger. "Right 
now, they' re · still learning· and 
they' re making freshman mis- . 
takes. With more time, they're 
going to be super players." 
Donlon has found the change 
from high school hoops to 
college to be the •most difficult 
thing in the process. "Her 
(Sanborn's) concepts about the 
game are ~eeper than they were 
in_ high sc-hool," said Donlon .. 
"College is more competitive 
and intense." She has also been 
working primarily on her bal-
lhandling aqd passing. "Coach 
Sariborn · has been working me 
hard there," said Donlon. "In 
high school, I had to score for 
us to win _games, but now I'm 
realizing tpat we have more 
scorers here." 
Sanborn is unsure how much 
of a contributio~ the newcomers 
will make. "It's quite a transition 
(high school to Division 1) ," 
she said. "Julie's been giving 
Melissa (Pfefferle) a spell now 
and then and Jennifer's been 
. coming in for Karen (Pinkos)." 
The team's goals are to re-
bound better and win 20 of the · 
26 scheduled garrie~. "We're 
coming off a. winning season," 
said Belanger. "Right now, we 
feel we can compete with 
anyone. We know what to 
expect, which makes it a lot · 
easier. All we have to do is 
concentrate on playing basket-
ball." . 
"We're not a young team 
anymore," added Sanborn. "We 
can't keep using that as an · 
excuse. H we stay healthy, 
rebound better, and use our 
experie-nce t0 pull out close 
games, I think we realistically 
can wio the conference. Ever-
ything has to fall into place.''. 
"We've done a lot of learn-
ing," said Belanger. "We'.'re 
experienced and we're ready. 
We've taken enough beatin.,gs 
the last few years~ and now 'it's 
time to give them·out.'-' 
' ' , 
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Sports 
-----
'Cats' recent Play hinIS at improvement 
By Paul Sweeney a bad team. We're last in the that limited him to 23 games er Jeff Lazaro. "Weplayedmore 
Last weekend at Snively Ar- league, yeah, but we' re not out and nine :goals. This season, he contained hockey. We rnntained . 
ena, the UNH hockey team of contention. We can play with has four goals and three assists. the offense instead of going out 
played the kind of hockey eve- any team.» "The difference is that he is and attacking them 1-ike we had 
rybody knew they were capable That w~s proven in the playing healthy," O'Connor said. been doing." . 
of playing. Denver game, when the 'Cats The 'C~ts also didn't fall apart In the final . periods, the · 
Finally, it had all meshed for · beat the fifth ·in the nation in the third period, allowing Wildcat goaltending duo of Pat 
tne Wildcats. The offensive Pioneers (9-5-1), 6-3. The pre- only one goal while scoring five Szturm and Pat Morr)son were 
a.ttack was varied. The defense vious evening's 8-3 whaling of in the two games. The defense, clutch. Against Colorado Gel -
hung tough. The goal.tending WCHA cellar dweller Colorado a major concern on .the team, lege, Szturm made 16 third 
was steady. Thus, the team College Was sweet in that it gave its best effort of the season. period saves and Morrison made 
recorded its first two victories broke the ice, but the Denver "Our ddense was much, much ten against Denver in the las,t 
of the season over Colorado game was the first time the 'Cats better," s.aid sophomore defend- period. · 
College and Denver University: , hyd beat a nationally-ranked 
. On Tuesday night, the wee- team in over two years. 
kend's system vanished-and the Wildcat head coach Pave 
'Cats returned to the play char- O'Connor has been impressed 
acteristic of their first six games with the way his team has played 
of the season. Leading 3-1 in for most of this season. They 
the third period, UNH died and had .shown flashes of promise 
a-llowe,d the previously winless. in earlier games against Boston · 
'Brown University Bruins to University ·and Providence Col-
steal a 4-3 victory from them. lege, hut one problem or another 
" It was the fourth time this killed the 'Cats. Against Colo-
1 
season the Wildcats had a third ra.do and Denver, what were 
· period lead and couldn't hold once weaknesses ·turned into. 
on for the victory. strengths for the Wildcats. 
With three important Hockey , The offense wasn't on-e di-
East games on the horizon, \ mensional. Fourteen goals were 
beginning with Saturday night's scored by eight different play¢rs. 
show against nationally.:.ranked Senior Mike Rossetti led the · 
Northeastern at Snively, the - team offensively with ·three 
'Cats will be looking to find and goals and two assists, earning 
use the formula that earned him Hockey East Player of the 
them their first ever back-to- Week. His second period goal 
back victories over WCHA agai_nst Denver was the eventual 
.teams last weekend. At 2-5-1, game-winqer. 
UNH is last in Hockey East. "M-ike Rossetti played like 
"We're gonna have to play the Mike Rossetti in his sopho-
"We had more.confidence -as 
a team," Winnes said. "We 
didn't fall into a shell in the third 
period like we had been doing. 
We capitalized on almost every 
mistake they _inade." 
The Brown game was oppo-
s.i te. The line of T_im Shields, 
Winn.es and Tim Hanley pro-
duced the only offense. The 'Cats 
gave up three third period goals 
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like we <lid against Denver and· more season when he always 
Colorado College," said Wildcat skated well and created great 
freshman center .Chris Winnes; opportunities for himself and 
who leads Hockey East in _scor- his teammates," O'Connor saicr. 
ing ·with seven goals and 12 Last year, ,the senior left wing 
assists for 19 points. "We're not was hounded by a wrist injury 





By Stephen Skobeleff 
The UNH Wildcats were . 
pressed into more action than 
they could handle this past 
Tuesday evening at Lundholm 
Gym. Ir's all right though that 
they lost the contest, 96-67, ' 
because their opponent, URI, . 
was probably the most capable 
group ·of hoop guys that the 
'Cats will encounter this season. 
The Rhode Island Rams are 
a team expected to fare well in 
the Atlantic 10, a conference 
that boasts schools such as St. 
Joseph's, West Virginia, and top 
twenty Temple. This is comple-
mented by the fact that URCstill 
has the five starters from last 
year's NIT-competing troop. 
The Ram tough team came 
into the game looking for its 
third s_traight victory in as many 
a,ttempts in this young season. 
Wins over Citadel.and a strong 
Virginia squad e_arned the Rams 
the Investor's Classic crown. 
For New Hampshire, the . 
results in previous '87-'88 games 
weren't quite as impressive. In 
their only other bash Coach 
Friel's men fell quietly to Brown 
86-77. This record, combined 
with .,URI's reputation, equalled 
little promise to begin with .fQf 
the Durham hoopsters~· .;, , . 
. URl's style of play was fast-
paced and full of pressure. And 
why p.ot? Their guard tandem 
Wildcat guard Derek Counts· (10) eyes the hoop after picki~g 
-yp a loo~e ball in the loss to URI. (Sa~ie Greenway photo) · 
of Carlton Owens and Tom 
Garrick is considered among the 
best in the country. Owens went 
so far as to score a write-up in • 
the 1987-88 ColJege~ Hoop Pre-
view issue of Sports Illustrated . . 
The Wildcats combatted this 
strategy with a similar style of 
thier own. What resulted was 
reminiscent of a keystone cop 
episode. Neither s'quad profited 
as the ball bounced everywhere 
but into players' hands. If there 
was an . advantage to be had 
thqugh it. must have been 
UNH's because the. s'core re-
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Experience a key 
forlady hoopsters 
By Rick Kampersal 
They say experience helps 
win ballgames. How many times· 
have you s_een the Celtics over-: 
power a younger team with their 
brains to win a game?. How 
~ rnan·y times has Steve Grogan 
rescued the Patriots from what 
' . see.med to be an impossible · 
position? 
· The UNH women's basket-
ball team has that precious 
intangible. Of the eleven players 
on la
1
st year's 14~12 squad, Coach 
Kathy Sanborn will -have the 
same eleven to work with, plus 
two freshman guards with sto-
ried high school careers. 
- Sanborn, in her second season · 
at the helm of the. 'Cats, has got 
to be excited about her team's 
fortunes this season. "There's 
a feeling of confidence in the 
air," said Sanborn. "We turned 
things around a bit last year and 
. now we're pumped tip and ready 
for this one." 
· Co-captains Karen Pinkos 
and 1Melissa Pfefferle return 
with confidence and high hopes. 
Pinkos, who suffered a broken 
· clavicle in the Maine game last 
season, showed that she is ready 
for the s·eason by scoring 19 
points in Tu~sday night's 77-
70 win over URI. Pfefferle, who 
works wi'th Pinkos very effec-
tively, will do a lot of the ball-
handling and calhsg of the 
plays. 
"Melissa's the get the job 
done-type of player," said San-
born. "She's very steady and she 
usually picks up the team's 
tough _shooter. She always plays 
solid defense.'' 
Everybody's all-star, junior 
center Kris Kinney, will be the 
focal point of the 'Cats offensive 
scheme along with Pinkos. 
Kinney, who scored her· 1000th 
point last night, averaged 20.7 
points and 8 rebounds per game 
last season. She will find herself 
being double and triple-'teamed · 
often ' as' opp,o,sing teams_ try · 
· desperately to stop-her antics. 
"A lot ·oheams will be col-
lapsing on Kris, we know that," 
said Sanborn. "We've done a lot 
of work with' her on getting to 
recognize when she is doubled 
or tri'pled and finding the open 
outside shot." 
URI obviously didn't do too 
good a j_ob at stopping Kinney 
as she scored 2.3 points and 
hauled in 12 boards: 
If this should happen, San-
born can rest with the fact that 
back-up center Rita McCarroll 
(6 -2), can corne in and do an 
admirable iob; "Rita's as big, 
if not bigger, than Kris," said 
senior forward Missy Belanger. 
"She's ver.y capable. Sometimes 
the other team can't see by .her, 
that's how big she is." . 
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